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From Dürer, Institutiones geometricae, 1532

Rachfuss, Konrad (ca.1530–1600)
See Dasypodius; ΛΕΞΙΚΟΝ [lexikon] seu dictionarium 

mathematicum, in quo definitiones, & divisiones 
continentur scientiarum mathematicarum. 
Arithmeticae, geometrie, astronomiae, logisticae, 
geodesiae, harmonicae.

R 1 
Rademacher, Hans (1892–1969) and Otto Toeplitz 
(1881–1940)

Von zahlen und figuren. Proben mathematischen 
denkens für liebhaber der mathematik.

Year: 1930
Place: Berlin
Publisher: Julius Springer
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: original cloth boards
Pagination: pp. vi, 164, [2]
Collation: π31–108113

Size: 233x154 mm

Hans Rademacher received his Ph.D. at Göttingen in 1916 
and then joined the faculty of the University of Berlin. In 
1922, he transferred to the University of Hamburg where 
he became interested in the field of analytic number 
theory. He moved to Breslau (now Wroclau in Poland) in 
1925, where he worked closely with Toeplitz. Although 
he was not Jewish, in 1933 Rademacher was forced 
to leave his post because of his pacifist views. He left 
Germany for the U.S.A. the following year.

Otto Toeplitz received his Ph.D. in 1905 and held several 
different posts in German universities before becoming 
head of the Mathematics Department at the University 
of Bonn. He was dismissed from this position when 
Hitler rose to power and, in 1938, moved to Palestine 
to become an administrator at the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem. He had a long-standing interest in the history 
of mathematics and wrote several mathematical texts 
from a historical perspective.

This book is an attempt to describe problems in the 
fields of number theory and graph theory in a manner 
that appeals to the educated layman. It was one of the 
more successful of such attempts and set the style for 
others to follow. Both number theory and graph theory 
are well suited to this approach as the unsolved problems 
are often easily stated but are often difficult to handle 
mathematically.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 1

R 2 
Radi, Arcangelo Maria (–1667)

Nouva scienza di horologi a polvere che mostrano e 
suonano distintamente tutte l’hore

Year: 1665
Place: Rome
Publisher: Ponzio Bernandon
Edition: 1st
Language: Italian
Figures: engraved title page, verso blank; 3 ff. plates and uncut 

volvelles, verso blank.
Binding: contemporary boards
Pagination: pp. 42
Collation: A–E4F1

Size: 236x177 mm
Reference: Rcdi BMI, Vol. II, p. 332

This is the first (and perhaps the only) work on sand 
clocks. It describes a time-keeping mechanism, driven 
by weights, that is regulated by a large revolving drum 
gradually spilling sand from one chamber into another. 
The mechanism includes a system to sound the hours by 
striking a bell.
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Illustrations available:
Title page
Mechanism diagrams (2)
Colophon

R 3  
Ræder, Hans Henning (1869–); Elis Strömgren (1870–) 
and Bengt Strömgren

Tycho Brahe’s description of his instruments and 
scientific work as given in Astronomiæ Instauratæ 
Mechanica, Wandesburgi, 1598.

Year: 1946
Place: Copenhagen
Publisher: I Kommission Hos Ejnar Munksgaard
Edition: unknown
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers; uncut
Pagination: pp. 144
Collation: 1–164172186

Size: 270x210 mm

See Brahe, Tycho; Tycho Brahe’s description of his 
instruments and scientific work as given in Astronomiæ 
Instauratæ Mechanica, Wandesburgi, 1598.

Illustrations available:
None

R 4  
Raffron De Trouillet, Nicolas (1703–1801)

Dissertation sur la division décimale des nombres.
Year: 1793
Place: Paris
Publisher: Imprimerie Nationale
Edition: 1st
Language: French
Figures: 1 engraved folding plate
Binding: disbound
Pagination: pp. 10
Collation: A5

Size: 187x110

R 2

Colophon, R 2

Table of numerals, R 4
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Raffron was one of the deputies from Paris to the National 
Convention (first French assembly elected by universal 
suffrage).

This small pamphlet was issued just as the French were 
converting to the metric system of weights and measures 
and thus would have been of interest to the public. It 
contains a very short description of the numerical system 
of the Greeks, Romans and Arabs. Raffron makes some 
conjectures, widely off the mark, about the origin of the 
shapes of the numerals (see illustration of the table).

Illustrations available:
Title page
Table of numerals

Columbia University for the National Defense Research 
Council. 

It describes how standard electronic components may 
be assembled to simulate a number of situations that 
would otherwise require that differential equations be 
solved. While the use of analog computing elements in 
these situations was not new, the authors point out that 
there is no need to acquire a large analog computer as 
the individual components can be easily set up on a 
laboratory bench.

Illustrations available:
First page
Sample setup

Rajchman, Jan A. (1911–1989)
See Buchholz, Werner; A myriabit magnetic-core 

matrix memory. In Proceedings of the I. R. E., Vol. 
41, No. 10, October 1953.

R 6  
Ramsden, Jesse (1735–1800)

Description of an engine for dividing strait lines on 
mathematical instruments.

Year: 1779
Place: London
Publisher: Commissioners of Longitude
Edition: 2nd
Language: English
Figures: 3 large copper engraved folding plates
Binding: modern grained leather
Pagination: pp. 16
Collation: A–B4

Size: 270x205 mm
Reference: Tay MP II, #523

Ramsden was one of the most skillful British instrument 
makers of the eighteenth century. He began his career as 
a clerk in a cloth warehouse but soon was apprenticed 
to a mathematical instrument maker. In 1762, he opened 
his own shop in London and soon gained commissions 
from the major instrument users of the day. After he 
became known for the accuracy of the division lines on 
his instruments, the Board of Longitude commissioned 
him to publish his methods and also to train ten people of 
their choosing in the use of his dividing techniques. This 
is one of the resulting publications.

The work describes a dividing engine for linear scales 
(Ramsden had previously become well known for his 
dividing engine for circular scales). The engine made 
it possible, he claimed, to divide any scale without an 
error of the 1/4000 part of an inch when the machine 
was operated by any indifferent person. The accuracy 

R 4

R 5  
Ragazzini, John R.; Robert H. Randall and 
Frederick A. Russell

Analysis of problems in dynamics by electronic circuits. 
In Proceedings of the I. R. E., Vol. 35, No. 5, May 1947.

Year: 1947
Place: New York
Publisher: Institute of Radio Engineers
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: modern buckram boards
Pagination: pp. 444–452
Size: 273x195 mm

The authors were from Columbia University, City College 
of New York and Newark College of Engineering, 
respectively. This paper reports on work carried out at 
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was achieved by means of an endless screw, and this 
publication contains a description and drawing of the 
machine used to manufacture the screw. This is not the 
first description of a dividing engine (see Chaulnes, 
Michel Ferdinand d’Albert d’Ailly, Duc de; 1768), but 
it was the most sophisticated of its day. It was common 
practice among instrument makers to keep the details of 
their dividing engines as trade secrets. This publication 
is a landmark in the history of instrument making.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Portion of the dividing engine

with weights and money. It also includes a large folding 
plate of a sexagesimal multiplication table.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sexagesimal tables

R 6

R 7  
Ramus, Peter (1515–1572) and Joannes Stadius

Arithmeticæ libri duo. a Jo. Stadio … recogniti & 
illustrati.

Year: 1581
Place: Paris
Publisher: Apud Dionysium du Val
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Figures: 1 large engraved folding plate
Binding: contemporary limp vellum
Pagination: pp. 95, [1]
Collation: A–F8

Size: 165x108 mm
Reference: Karp HA, 71; Smi Rara, p. 330

This is a reprinting of the first part (the arithmetic, without 
the geometry) of Ramus’ 1569 publication, Arithmeticæ 
libri duo: Geometriæ septem et viginti. See the entry for 
that volume for further information.

The arithmetic has been extended by Stadius with a five-
page appendix on sexagesimal numbers in connection 

R 7

R 8  
Ramus, Peter (1515–1572)

Arithmeticæ libri duo: Geometriæ septem et viginti
Year: 1569
Place: Basel
Publisher: Eusebius & Nicolaus Episcopus
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern half-leather marbled boards
Pagination: pp. [8], 48, 167, 178–190
Collation: ª4a–f4a–y4z2

Size: 243x185 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, p. 330

Peter Ramus (Pierre de la Ramée) was primarily a 
teacher of mathematics who was a central figure in the 
early stages of the Scientific Revolution. He was born 
into a noble family that had lost its fortunes in war. 
When, at the age of twelve, he entered the University of 
Paris, he was obliged to work as a servant to a wealthy 
student. He graduated in 1536, defending a thesis on 
Aristotle, and was engaged as a teacher at the university. 
His teaching, however, was anti-establishment in 
nature, for he attacked Aristotle, particularly his logic, 
and defended a thesis in which the works of Aristotle 
(and particularly his contemporary followers) were 
brought into question. After he published these views 
in Aristotelicae animadversiones, he was forbidden by 
Francis I to teach and publish philosophy.
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Because of this ban, Ramus turned to the study and 
teaching of mathematics. He was reinstated in 1547 and 
thereafter managed to rise swiftly in French academic 
circles, due in part to the vacancies caused by the plague. 
He continued to have problems with the authorities 
because of his views and in 1562 left the Catholic 
Church and converted to Calvinism. He was killed as 
part of the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre, despite 
having explicit royal protection. There is some reason to 
believe his death was at the hands of assassins hired by 
his academic rivals.

This book is part of Ramus’ campaign to improve 
the teaching of science and mathematics. He was of 
the opinion that science in general, and in particular 
mathematics, had lost its focus on practical needs. The 
teaching of the arithmetic of Boethius had concentrated 
attention on the properties of numbers to such an extent 
that practical arithmetic and geometric skills had been 

neglected. This text on geometry was designed to correct 
that situation. It deals first with arithmetic, and then 
the last three quarters are devoted to geometry, with a 
heavy emphasis on the calculation of areas, volumes 
and surveying. Many geometric diagrams are used to 
illustrate the text, and the section on surveying gives a 
number of practical applications.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Surveying applications (2)
Colophon

Military surveying, R 8 Civil surveying, R 8

R 8

Colophon, R 8

R 9  
Ramus, Peter (1515–1572) and Willebrord Snel (1591–
1626)

P. Rami arithmeticæ libri duo, cum commentariis 
Wilebrordi Snelli

Year: 1613
Place: Leiden
Publisher: Officina Plantiniana Raphelengii
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern boards
Pagination: pp. [4], 106
Collation: *2A–F8G5

Size: 168x99 mm
Reference: DSB XII, p. 500; B de H BNHS, 5

This is a reprinting of the first part (the arithmetic, without 
the geometry) of Ramus’ 1569 publication, Arithmeticæ 
libri duo: Geometriæ septem et viginti. See the entry for 
that volume for further information.
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Willebrord Snel (or Snell), the editor and commentator, 
was a professor of mathematics at Leiden. He should 
not be confused with his father, Rudolph Snel, whom he 
succeeded the year this book was published. Snel was a 
proficient computer and improved the classical method 
of finding the value of π by use of polygons. Using 
his method, he was able to find π tο 35 places using a 
polygon of 230 sides rather than the 262 sides used earlier 
by Ceulen.

Illustrations available:
Title page

In a remarkable eight-page preface to this work, Ramus 
addresses Catherine de Medici and pleads with her to 
provide a building for the professors of what came to 
be called the Collège de France. He indicates that this 
building is needed so that the professors would no longer 
have to lecture in the back streets of Paris. He also asks 
that she follow the lead of her Italian relatives and put her 
personal library in this new building rather than keeping 
it in the provinces. Ramus was well aware of the library 
and the current situation of the queen mother because he 
had taken shelter with her when, in 1562, his Protestant 
beliefs caused him to be driven out of Paris.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 9

R 10  
Ramus, Peter (1515–1572)

Scholarum mathematicarum libri unus et triginta.
Year: 1569
Place: Basel
Publisher: Eusebium Episcopium & Nicolai Fratris Hæredes
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern half-leather marbled boards
Pagination: pp. [16], 320
Collation: a–b4A–2R4

Size: 240x183 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, p. 335

This book, consisting of thirty-one chapters, was part of 
Ramus’ attempt to reform the teaching of mathematics. 
The first three chapters deal with the history of 
mathematics, mainly from the time of the Greeks, and 
were actually published two years previously, in 1567, as 
Proemium mathematicarum. The next two chapters are a 
commentary on one of Ramus’ earlier works, Arithmetica 
(an elementary text on arithmetic), first published in 
1555 but with many editions since that date. Chapters 
6 to 31 are a commentary on Euclid’s Elements, with 
Ramus pointing out the useful applications.

R 10

R 11  
Rand Corporation

A million random digits with 100,000 normal deviates
Year: 1955
Place: Glencoe, IL
Publisher: Free Press
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards; with  dust jacket
Pagination: pp. xxviii, 400, [2], 200, [6]
Size: 266x192 mm

The Monte Carlo method for solving large problems 
requires the availability of random numbers. Handling a 
large problem could require many random numbers. The 
available  tables, such as the ones produced by Kendall 
and Smith (Random sampling numbers, Cambridge 
University Press) in 1939 were not large enough. 
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Repeated use of such a table might introduce false 
correlations into the procedure and thus invalidate the 
results. The Rand Corporation encountered this situation 
when its researchers were attempting to solve various 
problems for the United States Air Force. During May 
and June of 1947, they created an electronic machine that 
they describe as an electronic 32-place roulette wheel 
and used it to generate the required digits. The digits 
were punched into cards so that they would be available 
for use on punched card accounting and calculating 
machines. Rand decided to publish this table for others 
to use. The preface notes that the recent development of 
high-speed electronic computers had altered the situation 
and it is no longer practical to store them on cards as they 
could now be generated as needed by pseudo-random 
number routines. It is not often that the preface to a work 
so clearly indicates that it is no longer needed. Several 
other statements in the introduction stand out as being 
unusual, perhaps the most compelling is Because of the 
vary nature of the tables, it did not seem necessary to 
proofread every page of the final manuscript in order to 
catch random errors.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sample table page

R 12  
Rantzau, Heinrich (1526–1595)

Diarium sive calendarium romanum, oeconomicum, 
ecclesiasticum, astronomicum, et fere perpetuum. 
Ad dies veteris Juliani & novi Gregoriani anni 
accomodatum.

Year: 1593
Place: Wittenberg
Publisher: Christophorus Axinus
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern boards
Pagination: pp. [16], 413, [3]
Collation: A–3H4

Size: 192x159 mm

Rantzau (Rantzov, Ranzow), a nobleman from Schleswig-
Holstein, was a noted book collector, astrologer, alchemist 
and a friend and patron of Tycho Brahe.

This is a work on the calendar and chronology in general. 
It begins with a discussion of each month (beginning 
with March, the first month of the year at that time) 
and a table of the usual items of interest, including the 
length of each day. There are several instances in which 
the text and tables attempt to reconcile the Julian and 
Gregorian calendars. Later sections give tables of all the 
movable feasts (Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, etc.), the 
Epact and the Sunday letters for each year from 1593 
to 1643. (The Epact gives the age of the moon. The 
Sunday letter indicates the date for the first Sunday in 
the year and thus allows the calculation of the date of 
each successive Sunday.) The final part of the work is an 
extensive discussion of astrology, and Rantzau casts his 
own horoscope.

R 11

Sample table page, R 11

R 12
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Illustrations available:
Title page (color)
Calendar for March (color)
Human astrological figure
Rantzau’s horoscope
Colophon

R 13  
Rathborne, Aaron (1572–1618)

The surveyor in foure books
Year: 1616
Place: London
Publisher: W. Stansby for W. Burre
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: contemporary vellum
Pagination: pp. [12], 157, 152–228, [2] (p. 13–14 misbound-

interchanged 23–24)
Collation: A–V6X4

Size: 285x186 mm
Reference: Win ESTC, 20748; Bud IOS, p. 97

Aaron Rathborne was a professional engraver and 
surveyor in London. He was an active London 
mathematical practitioner who was a friend of Henry 
Briggs and John Speidell. He is known to have used 
a small pocket-table of logarithms and trigonometric 
functions in his work shortly before this book was 
published. This very early use of logarithms is quite 
remarkable and undoubtedly arose through his connection 
with Henry Briggs, who was strongly advocating their 
use in London mathematical circles at the time.

This work, like Leybourn’s book published almost 
forty years later (see Leybourn, Complete Surveyor, 
1653), represents a valuable contribution. It begins 
with the underlying theory of triangles for the first half 
of the book and then describes the major surveying 
instruments (theodolite, plane table, circumferentor and 
Rathborne’s own invention: the peractor). The peractor 

Astrology illustration, R 12

Colophon, R 12

Raphson, Joseph (1648–1715), translator
See Newton, Isaac; Universal arithmetick: or, a 

treatise of arithmetical composition and resolution. 
To which is added, Dr. Halley’s method of finding 
the roots of æquations arithmetically. Translated 
from the Latin by the late Mr. Raphson, and revised 
and corrected by Mr. Cunn.

R 13
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was essentially a theodolite with a quadrant marked with 
sine lines replacing Leonard Digges’ semicircle (see 
Digges, Leonard; Pantometria, 1571). It is of interest 
to note that while Rathborne touts the use of his new 
instrument, the engraving on the title page shows him 
using Digges’ theodolite.

The fourth book describes in detail how to perform a 
professional survey and gives the legal terms the surveyor 
must understand to perform his function.

The book is dedicated to Charles, Prince of Wales (later 
to be the ill-fated Charles I), and contains a rather strange 
portrait of the sixteen-year-old prince. It also contains 
(both as a frontispiece and as an extra sheet bound at the 
end of the book) a nice portrait of Rathborne.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Portrait of Rathborne
Portrait of Charles, Prince of Wales
Peractor

R 14  
Ray, Joseph (1807–1855)

Practical arithmetic by induction and analysis
Year: 1885
Place: Cincinnati & New York
Publisher: Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.
Edition: unknown
Language: English
Binding: original half-bound paper boards
Pagination: pp. 336
Collation: 1–218

Size: 163x105 mm

This book is typical of the elementary arithmetic books 
published in the latter part of the nineteenth century in 
America. It deals with the basic operations, then goes 
into decimal fractions, insurance, interest and various 

Charles, Prince of Wales, R 13 Aaron Rathbone, R 13

Peractor, R 13 R 14
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other commercial subjects and concludes with a section 
on the metric system.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 15  
[Ray, Joseph (1807–1855)]

Ray’s new primary arithmetic for young learners
Year: 1877
Place: New York
Publisher: American Book Company
Edition: unknown
Language: English
Binding: original half-bound paper boards
Pagination: pp. 94, [2]
Size: 177x116 mm

This book is another typical example of the elementary 
arithmetic books published in the latter part of 
the nineteenth century in America. It is, perhaps, 
distinguished from its peers only by the occasional 
illustrations for some of the problems. The work covers 
only elementary operations.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Division problems

Year: ca. 1953
Place: Rome
Publisher: Societe d’Electronique et d’Automatisme
Edition: unknown
Language: French
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 129, [5]
Collation: 1–8893

Size: 242x170 mm

Raymond earned his Ph.D. in 1945 and was the leading 
individual in the formation, in the winter of 1947–1948, 
of the Société d’Electronique et d’Automatisme (better 
known as the SEA Company). He served as its president 
from its inception until 1967. He then became a senior 
advisor to the French government and was very influential 
in the early development of the French computer industry. 
He also lectured at some of the major French-speaking 
universities (CNAM, Grenoble, Toulouse and Quebec).

This is a general work describing electrical analog 
computers, their theory and their application. The work 
contains photographs showing French analog machines 
and the large Anacom analog computer, developed in the 
U.S. by Westinghouse, in the early 1950s.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Analog computers (2)

R 15

R 16  
Raymond, Francois Henri

Le calcul analogique. Principes et contribution a une 
theorie generale. Recueil de conferences donnees en 
Mai 1952 a l’Institut National pour les Applications du 
Calcul a Rome Views of the Anacom, R 16
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R 17  
Raymond, William Galt (1859–)

Almsler’s polar planimeter
Year: 1892
Place: Troy
Publisher: Raymond
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original printed paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 10, [2]
Size: 237x150 mm

This description was originally prepared as part of the 
eleventh edition of Johnson’s Surveying. A few copies 
were also produced in this form for students at the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. It covers the theory and 
gives some information about use of the planimeter.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 18  
Rea, Roger (fl.1717)

The sector and plain scale, compared

Year: 1717
Place: London
Publisher: J. Cluer for the author
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: 3 folding plates
Binding: contemporary leather
Pagination: pp. 102
Collation: A–M4N3

Size: 187x107 mm

Roger and Joseph Rea (relationship unknown) Taught 
Writing, Arithmeticks (Vulgar and Decimal) and 
Merchants Accompts; also Geometry, Trigonometry, 
Navigation, Astronomy, Dialling, Surveying, Gauging … 
[from an advertisement on the verso of the title page] 
but little else is known about them. This work, by Roger 
alone, deals with the usual types of arithmetic and plane 
trigonometric problems and their solution by both the 
sector and plane scale. Neither instrument is illustrated.

The plane scale was a straight-edge ruler with some of 
the same scales as a sector but with no moving parts. 
The usual scales were a line of lines, two lines of chords 
to different radii, a combined line of sines and secants, 
a line of tangents and half-tangents and a diagonal scale. 
Many of the elementary problems of trigonometry could 
be solved with these scales and a pair of dividers. Rea 
limits himself to trigonometric problems that do not 
require the additional capabilities of the sector.

The work ends with a section on decimal arithmetic, 
in which Rea shows how to convert from degrees and 
minutes to decimal degrees, etc., and with a section on 
paper-and-pencil methods of extracting square roots.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 16

R 17

R 18
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R 19  
[Ready Reckoner] - [Belgium] 

Réductions des aunes et argent de Brabant en aunes et 
argent de France.

Year: 1808
Place: Brussels
Publisher: P. Vleminckx
Edition: unknown
Language: French
Binding: contemporary paper boards
Pagination: pp. x, 70 (mis# 1 as 2 and 2 as 3)
Collation: A–B4C6C–F6G2

Size: 154x88 mm

This work had its Approbation signed 5 January 1773, 
and thus it is unlikely to be an early edition.

This ready reckoner contains tables of exchange for 
various values of Brabant (Belgium) and French 
currency.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Approbation

Year: (n.d.)
Place: Rotterdam
Publisher: Abraham Arrenberg
Edition: 1st
Language: Dutch
Binding: original limp vellum
Pagination: pp. [132]
Collation: A–H8I2

Size: 75x95 mm
Reference: Not in B de H BNHS

This is a Dutch ready reckoner containing material 
of interest to tradesmen and merchants. It is mainly 
concerned with transactions in grain for farmers, bakers 
and brewers. It has three charmingly drawn (and later 
added to by an owner) merchants as a frontispiece.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Frontispiece

R 19

R 20  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Dutch] 

Een zeer profytelyk boekie voor alle koornkoopers, 
bakkers, brouwers, en al die hun generende zyn met 
granen. Mitsgaders eenige tafelen. vanreductie: 
gestelt door D.A.D.B. Gecorrigeert, vermeer- dert 
en van nieuws bygevoegt alderhande. Conne waren 
en gewigten, sommige, maten in Hollant, Zeelant, 
Gelberlant, ‘tLand van Cleef, Brabaut, Ober-Yssel, 
‘tSticht, Vlaaneren en Engeland. Zeer dienstig allen den 
genen die daar mede handelen. Door M, C, V, L.

R 20

Frontispiece, R 20

R 21  
[Ready Reckoner] - [English] 

A collection of the most useful tables in arithmetick, 
from the best authors, very much enlarged. Those of the 
coins, weights, measures and time, shew at one view 
how many of the smaller denominations are contain’d 
in any of the greater. And are designed to bind up with 
cyphering books.

Year: 1753
Place: London
Publisher: Printed for R. Forrrest
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: pasted to backing
Size: 327x212 mm
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This single-sheet broadside, dated London, March 5, 
1753, is an early example of a printed ready reckoner. 
As the title indicates, it was designed to bind up with 
cyphering books. This example is fragile and has been 
professionally rebacked to prevent further deterioration 
along the folds.

Illustrations available:
Entire page

Year: 1691
Place: Lyon
Publisher: André Canier
Edition: 1st
Language: French
Binding: contemporary leather rebacked
Pagination: pp. [14], 180
Collation: å7A–P6

Size: 146x83 mm

This ready reckoner was issued to explain the new gold 
and silver coins that had been minted just shortly prior 
to its publication. It contains tables for conversion to and 
from the new and old monetary systems.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sample table page

R 21

[Ready Reckoner] - [English]
See Hodges, J; Complete ready reckoner or, trader’s 

companion; shewing, at one view, the value of any 
quantity of goods from one to one thousand, at any 
price, from one farthing to one pound.

R 22  
[Ready Reckoner] – [France] 

Le calcul des payemens en especes jointes et separées 
de la monnoye nouvelle: pour savoir promptement 
en combien de maniéres differentes l’on peut payer 
une somme de livres, en Louis d’or de 12l. 10s. & 
ecus blancs de 66s. Divisé en trois parties, avec la 
conversion des Louis d’or en ecus blancs & en livres: 
Et la Pierre de Touche des tarifes & bordereaus de 
la méme monnoye. Ouvrage aussi utile que curieux, 
par lequel les caissiers, payeurs, & receveurs, seront 
deliverez de la fatigue d’un long calcul, gagneront le 
temps qu’ils sont obligez d’y employer, & évîteront les 
erreurs où ils peuvent tomber.

R 22
R 23  
[Ready Reckoner] – [France] 

Nouvelle methode pour trouver facilement & en peu de 
tems la valeur de quelque nombre que ce sort de Louis 
d’argent, d’ecus d’or, lys d’or, de pistoles & de Louis 
d’or, avec un nouveau calcul pour les rentes, depuis 
le denier sept jusques au denier trente. Augmentée en 
cette derniere edition de plusieurs choses fort utiles 
pour le negoce.

Year: 1686
Place: Paris
Publisher: Jean Guignard
Edition: unknown
Language: French
Binding: contemporary leather; gilt spine
Pagination: pp. [8], 256
Collation: a4A8B4C8–V4X8

Size: 115x60 mm.
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This is a ready reckoner containing tables for the values 
of various gold coins, rates of interest, etc.

Illustrations available:
Title page

Year: 1860
Place: Bologna
Publisher: Stamperia della Colomba
Edition: unknown
Language: Italian
Binding: contemporary half-bound leather; wrappers bound in
Pagination: pp. 24
Size: 147x100 mm

See the main entry for Coli, Trattato … This portion 
of the volume consists of twenty-four pages of tables 
equating various European currency and coins.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 25  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy]

Giornaletto per 1’ anno. 1861

b/w: Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato elementare del sistema 
metrico decimale Bologna, 1859

Year: 1861
Place: Bologna
Publisher: Monti
Edition: unknown
Language: Italian
Binding: contemporary half-bound leather; wrappers bound in
Pagination: pp. [30]
Size: 114x75 mm

See main entry for Coli, Trattato … This portion of the 
volume is a tiny table listing the saints’ days throughout 
the year and also containing tables relating various 
Italian currencies.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 23

R 24  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Conteggio sino a N. 50 per ciascheduna moneta che ha 
corso legale nello Stato Pontificio secondo il chirografo 
di S. S. Papa Gregorio XVI.

b/w: Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato elementare del sistema 
metrico decimale Bologna, 1859

R 24

R 25
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R 26  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Libretto d’abaco nuovamante stampato
Year: 1627
Place: Bologna
Publisher: Vittorio Benacci
Edition: n/e
Language: Italian
Binding: paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [16]
Size: 142x96 mm
Reference: Bru MLAL

These little pamphlets were designed to be kept in the 
pocket as a ready reference for elementary arithmetic 
operations. This particular copy begins with a listing, on 
the title page, of the digits and the powers of ten. Several 
pages of multiplication tables follow, and the work ends 
with a conversion table between measures in Bologna 
and other places in Italy.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Multiplication table
Colophon

Multiplication table, R 26

R 26

Colophon, R 26
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R 27  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Libretto d’abaco nuovamente corretto, e di molti errori 
emendato.

Year: n/d
Place: Venice & Bassano
Publisher: Per Gio Antonio Redmondini
Edition: n/e
Language: Italian
Binding: paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [8]
Size: 147x100 mm

This is an abbreviated version of the 1627 Libretto 
d’abaco nuovamante stampato, noted above. It contains 
fewer entries in the multiplication table, and the last two 
leaves contain financial advice and tables. There is an 
unusual version of gelosia multiplication on the final 
page.

See also the entry for Castagnola, Agostino; Libro 
d’abbaco doppio which is the version of this work 
published in Milan.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Final page

R 27

Multiplication example, R 27

R 28

R 28  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Manuale de’ conti fatti delle monete, ammesse nella 
tariffa del regno

Year: 1810
Place: Verona
Publisher: Luigi Mainardi
Edition: 5th
Language: Italian
Binding: contemporary stiff paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 112
Collation: a–g8

Size: 197x140 mm

This ready reckoner contains special tables that illustrate 
various gold and silver coins in circulation and their 
equivalents in Italian lire.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Table page for a silver coin

R 29  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Pratica cioè nuova invenzione di conteggiare, ridotta 
a modo tanto facile, che ognuno potrà fare ogni gran 
conto, sì in vendere, come in comprare, sia a misura, 
peso, o in qualsivoglia altro modo, ad ogni sorta di 
prezzo, e moneta per tutte le parti del mondo.
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Year: ca. 1650
Place: Parma
Publisher: Fratelli Borsi
Edition: unknown
Language: Italian
Binding: contemporary vellum
Pagination: pp. [2], 2–100, [65]
Collation: A–F12G11

Size: 123x60 mm

Ready reckoners, i.e., small books designed to be carried 
in the pocket, were used in manuscript form during the 
Middle Ages. For a discussion of these Libro d’Abacho 
see the excellent work: Warren Van Egmond, The 
commercial revolution and the beginnings of western 
mathematics in renaissance Florence, 1300–1500.

This particular ready reckoner consists of a large set of 
multiplication tables giving the products for multipliers 
from 1 to 1,000 and multiplicands from 1 to 100. The 
multiplication tables are followed by a brief six-page, 
a lettori (to the reader) instructional text. This section 
describes and gives examples of the use of the tables. 
A schedule of world-wide Fairs, their starting dates 
and durations follows. Fairs are listed for Italy, France, 
Antwerp, England, Germany and Belgium. Two small 
tables for currency conversion, with a separate four-page 
a lettori instruction section, occupy the last few pages.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Table page

Sample table page, R 28

R 29 Sample table page, R 29
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R 30  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Prattica, cioè nuova inventione di conteggiare, ridotta 
à modo tanto facile, che ogn’uno potrà far ogni gran 
conto, sì in vendere, come in comprare, sia à misura, ò 
à peso, ò in qual si voglia altro modo, & ad ogni sorte 
di prezzo, e moneta, per tutte le parti del mondo.

Year: ca. 1650
Place: Bologna
Publisher: l’Herede del Benacci
Edition: unknown
Language: Italian
Binding: contemporary vellum
Pagination: pp. [2], 2–100, [9] [18]
Collation: A–D16

Size: 149x46 mm

This ready reckoner contains the same multiplication 
table as was found in the edition from Parma (above). The 
a lettori section is nearly identical, but the fair schedule 
and currency conversion tables have been omitted. The 
format is even slimmer, presumably to fit into the pocket 
more readily.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Table pages

R 31  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Ragguaglio fra le nuove e antiche misure lineari, 
agrimensorie e cubiche non che per li pesi per uso del 
dipartimento del reno. Con una tavola di ragguaglio 

delle misure lineari di diversi dipartimenti. In execution 
dell’ articolo 13 della legge 27 Octobre 1803

b/w: Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato elementare del sistema 
metrico decimale Bologna, 1859.

Year: 1860
Place: Bologna
Publisher: Marsigli
Edition: unknown
Language: Italian
Binding: contemporary half-bound leather; wrappers bound in
Pagination: pp. xxxx
Collation: a–k2

Size: 155x110 mm

See the main entry for Coli, Gaudenzio, Trattato … This 
portion of the volume is a forty-page table of various 
Italian weights and measures.

Illustrations available:
Title page

Sample table, R 30R 30

R 31

R 32  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Tabelle di ragguaglio del peso Romana e del Bolognese 
col metrico e viceversa. Con tavole ed esempi per 
facilitarne i conteggi . Aggiuntovi une specchio 
comparato di tutte le misure metriche celle Bolognesi.

b/w: Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato elementare del sistema 
metrico decimale Bologna, 1859.

Year: 1861
Place: Bologna
Publisher: Marsigli e Rocchi
Edition: unknown
Language: Italian
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Binding: contemporary half-bound leather; wrappers bound in
Pagination: pp. 17, [7]
Size: 155x115 mm

See main entry for Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato …. This 
portion of the volume is a small table relating metric 
weights and measures to others then in use in Italy.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 34  
[Ready Reckoner] –[Italy] 

Tabelle di ragguaglio della moneta Romana e l’Italiana 
e del peso Romana col metrico con tavole ed esempi 
per facilitarne i conteggi

b/w: Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato elementare del sistema 
metrico decimale Bologna, 1859.

Year: 1859
Place: Bologna
Publisher: Marsigli e Rocchi
Edition: unknown

R 32

R 33  
[Ready Reckoner] – [Italy] 

Tabelle di ragguaglio fra la moneta Romana e 
l’Italiana e fra la moneta Toscana e l’Italiana e 
viceversa

b/w: Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato elementare del sistema 
metrico decimale Bologna, 1859.

Year: 1860
Place: Bologna
Publisher: Marsigli e Rocchi
Edition: unknown
Language: Italian
Binding: contemporary half-bound leather; wrappers bound in
Pagination: pp. 24
Size: 156x103 mm

See main entry for Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato …. This 
portion of the volume is a twenty-four-page table relating 
various Italian monetary systems. The first (title) and last 
pages are printed on green paper.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 33

R 34
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Language: Italian
Binding: uncut
Pagination: pp. 21, [1]
Size: 156x103 mm

See main entry for Coli, Gaudenzio; Trattato elementare 
… This portion of the volume consists of a twenty-one-
page table relating various Italian currencies.

Illustrations available:
Title page

[Ready Reckoner ] - [Italy]
See Castagnola, Agostino; Libro d’abbaco doppio, con 

l’introduttione facile a’ principianti d’apprendere 
l’arte aritmetica, aggiontovi diverse regole di far 
conti mercantili, con maniere facili da pratticarie 
da se stessi.

This is a first edition of what was to become a standard 
ready reckoner (see also entry for Ready Reckoner; 
Leary’s improved ready reckoner, 1868). The date was 
established from the verso of the title page, which reads

Entered according to an Act of Congress, in the 
year 1839, by Michael Kelly, in the Clerk’s office 
of the District Court of the Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania.

A second copy of this work is available in the 
collection.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 35

R 35  
[Ready Reckoner] - [U.S.] 

A complete ready reckoner in dollars and cents, 
to which are added, forms of notes, bills, receipts, 
petitions, & c. Together with a set of useful tables, 
containing a rate of interest from one dollar to twelve 
thousand, by the single day; with a table of wages, and 
board by the week and day.

Year: 1839
Place: Philadelphia
Publisher: W. A. Leary
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: half-bound leather, marbled paper boards
Pagination: pp. 178
Size: 135x73 mm
Reference: Karp MWPA, p. 409

R 36
R 36  
[Ready Reckoner] - [U.S.] 

Leary’s improved ready reckoner, form book and 
wages calculator. The trader, farmer and mechanic’s 
useful assistant for buying and selling all sorts of 
commodities in dollars and cents, showing at once 
the amount and value of any number or quantity of 
goods or merchandise, from a quarter of a cent to ten 
dollars. With the coins of all foreign nations who hold 
commercial communications with the United States 
reduced to their exact value in dollars and cents. Rates 
of board by the week, forms of notes, bills, petitions, 
licenses, etc. To which is added a wages calculator for 
computing amount of wages, from one dollar per week 
to twenty-five dollars, by hours, half hours, and quarter 
hours.

Year: 1868
Place: Philadelphia
Publisher: Leary, Stuart & Co.
Edition: 1st
Language: English
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Binding: original paper boards
Pagination: pp. [224
Size: 130x77 mm

This is a standard ready reckoner of the era with tables as 
set forth in the title.

Illustrations available:
Title page

of merchandise at any price from a quarter of a cent 
to ten dollars, either by weight or measure; tables of 
wages and board by the day, week, and month; cotton 
tables; board, scantling, and plank measure; cubic 
measurement of timber; log measure; how to weigh 
cattle; weight of grain per bushel; multiplication and 
division table; interest tables; United States currency 
circulation; standard coins of all nations; the interest 
laws of the different states, business law in daily use, 
business forms, etc.

Year: 1905
Place: Philadelphia
Publisher: John C. Winston
Edition: unknown
Language: English
Binding: original printed cloth boards
Pagination: pp. [2], 264
Collation: 1–168175

Size: 134x78 mm

Front cover, R 37
R 37  
[Ready Reckoner] – [U.S.] 

Musson’s improved ready reckoner, form and log 
book containing tables showing the amount and value 
of any quantity of merchandise at any price from a 
quarter of a cent to ten dollars, either by weight or by 
measure; tables of wages and board by the day, week 
and month; board, scantling and plank measure; cubic 
measurement of timber; log measure’ weight of grain 
per bushel; interest tables; business law in daily use; 
business forms etc.

Year: 1904
Place: Toronto
Publisher: Musson
Edition: unknown
Language: English
Binding: original printed cloth boards
Pagination: pp. [2], 253, [1]
Size: 133x75 mm

This is a ready reckoner with tables as indicated in the 
title.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Front cover

R 38  
[Ready Reckoner] – [U.S.] 

The new and improved ready reckoner, containing 
tables showing the amount and value of any quantity 

R 37

R 38
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This is the same publication as Musson’s improved ready 
reckoner with name of the Musson Book Company 
dropped for this Philadelphia edition. The design of the 
front cover has remained the same, but in the place where 
Musson Book C. Ltd …. had been printed, the cover now 
reads Latest Edition.

Illustrations available:
Title page

there in 1905, it was kept in print until at least the late 
1940s. The front cover bears the notation Latest Edition, 
clearly a marketing tool (see comments in the entry for 
the 1905 edition).

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 39

R 39  
[Ready Reckoner] – [U.S.] 

The new and improved ready reckoner, containing 
tables showing the amount and value of any quantity 
of merchandise at any price from a quarter of a cent 
to ten dollars, either by weight or measure; tables of 
wages and board by the day, week, and month; cotton 
tables; board, scantling, and plank measure; cubic 
measurement of timber; log measure; how to weigh 
cattle; weight of grain per bushel; multiplication and 
division table; interest tables; United States currency 
circulation; standard coins of all nations; the interest 
laws of the different states, business law in daily use, 
business forms, etc.

Year: 1940
Place: Philadelphia
Publisher: John C. Winston
Edition: unknown
Language: English
Binding: original printed cloth boards
Pagination: pp. [2], 286
Size: 131x80 mm

The move to Philadelphia seems to have benefited the 
publisher of this ready reckoner. From its first publication 

Front cover, R 40

R 40

R 40  
[Ready Reckoner] - [U.S.] 

The new and improved ready reckoner, containing 
tables showing the amount and value of any quantity 
of merchandise at any price from a quarter of a cent 
to ten dollars, either by weight or measure; tables of 
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wages and board by the day, week, and month; cotton 
tables; board, scantling, and plank measure; cubic 
measurement of timber; log measure; how to weigh 
cattle; weight of grain per bushel; multiplication and 
division table; interest tables; United States currency 
circulation; standard coins of all nations; the interest 
laws of the different states, business law in daily use, 
business forms, etc.

Year: 1949
Place: Philadelphia
Publisher: John C. Winston
Edition: 11th
Language: English
Binding: original red paper printed boards with sheet metal 

protective cover
Pagination: pp. [2], 286
Size: 131x80 mm

This is a standard ready reckoner featuring sheet metal 
protective covers inscribed H.S. Jamison Beaver Falls 
PA RD #2. Jamison was the owner, since the same 
inscription appears on the verso of the title page. The 
sheet metal covers have metal loops on the spine, 
presumably to allow the book to be kept on the waist 
with a belt of some type.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Cover
Metal cover

R 41  
[Ready Reckoner] - [U.S.] 

The world’s ready reckoner and rapid calculator, the 
trader, farmer and mechanic’s useful assistant for 
buying and selling all sorts of commodities in dollars 
and cents, showing at once the amount and value of 
any number or quantity of goods from a quarter of a 
cent to ten dollars. With the coins of all foreign nations 
who hold commercial communications with the United 
States reduced to their exact value in dollars and cents. 
Board by the week, forms of notes, bills, petitions, 
licenses, etc. To which is added wages tables, by the 
hour, day, week and month, board, plank and lumber 
measurement tables, a table of interest per day at 6 
per cent, on any number of dollars from one to twelve 
thousand.

Year: 1890
Place: Chicago
Publisher: Laird & Lee
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original stiff paper boards
Pagination: pp. [2], 315, [5]
Size: 131x77 mm

A standard ready reckoner of the era with tables, as set 
forth in the title.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Cover

Front cover, R 41 R 41

[Ready Reckoner] - [U.S.]
See Byrne, Oliver; Byrne’s timber and log book, ready 

reckoner and price book, for timber dealers and 
ship builders, merchants and traders, farmers 
and drovers, and all others engaged in buying or 
selling at either wholesale or retail.

See Day, Benjamin Henry; Day’s American ready 
reckoner.

See [Faulkner, Thomas]; The perfect ready reckoner 
and log book, the trader, farmer, and mechanic’s 
useful assistant …

See [Fenning, Daniel]; The federal ready reckoner.
See [Fenning, Daniel]; The federal calculator and 

American ready reckoner.
See [Fenning, Daniel]; The ready reckoner; or the 

trader’s sure guide.
See Scribner, J. M.; The ready reckoner; for ship 

builders, boat builders, and lumber merchants
See Stoddard, John Fair; Stoddard’s complete ready 

reckoner.
See Sweet, I. D. J.; Sweet’s ready reckoner.

R 42  
Recher, Joanne Baptista

Candelabrum arithmeticum. Oder Arithmetischer 
Leüchter. Das ist: Alle Regulen der Löblichen Rechne-
Kunst, sambt deren Fundamenten oder Species, so 
nach gemeiner Art, als nach der Welschen Practic 
allen Ständen nutzlich, durch beygehängte Deutliche 
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Lehr Dergestalt erklärt, Dass solche von einem mittern 
Verstand, sonder beythun eines Lehrmeisters, leichtich 
begriffn und erlehrnet werden mögen.

Year: 1691
Place: Augsburg
Publisher: Augustus Sturm
Edition: 1st?
Language: German
Figures:
Binding: contemporary vellum with ties
Pagination: pp. [16], 509, [23]
Collation: π8 A–2K8 2L2

Size: 153x90 mm
Reference: H&J, vol. 2, p. 466

Recher is known to have published another arithmetic 
in 1692, but this one appears to be almost unknown. 
The 1692 version is essentially the same except for the 
opening phrase. Instead of Candelabrium arithmeticum, 
oder arithmetischer leüchter, the 1692 edition begins 
as Die Selbstlehrende Rechenschule in welcher, and the 
title page text is almost identical thereafter.

The work is a standard commercial arithmetic of the era 
and is notable for its use of the galley method of division 
in some examples.

Illustrations available:
Title page

Year: 1575
Place: London
Publisher: Henry Binneman and John Harison
Edition: 9th
Language: English
Binding: contemporary leather; rebacked
Pagination: ff. [251]
Collation: A–2H82I3

Size: 144x95 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, pp. 286–288; Bar CCCB, pp. 256–266; 

Pul HA, p. 116; Horb CC, #23, p. 22

Robert Recorde was born in Wales and attended both 
Oxford and Cambridge. Little seems to be known of his 
early life, but records show him graduating Oxford in 
1531 and being elected a Fellow of All Souls College 
shortly thereafter. He disappears from the records until 
1545, when it is known that he graduated in medicine 
from Cambridge. Early in his career, he seems to have 
been physician to King Edward VI and Queen Mary. Two 
years later he had moved to London, and by 1549 he had 
been given the job of comptroller of the Bristol Mint. He 
undertook a position supervising the mint’s silver mines 
in Ireland from 1551 to 1553. Evidently this enterprise 
was a failure in that the mines were unproductive and 
expenses high. By 1556, Recorde was attempting to 
reestablish himself in court life. Presumably because of 
circumstances in Ireland, he laid charges against the Earl 
of Pembroke. Doing this proved to be a strategic error 
because whatever the truth of the situation, Pembroke 
was a powerful nobleman. Recorde lost his case and in 
turn was sued for libel by Pembroke. Being unable to 
pay the judgment of £1,000 against him, he was put into 
the King’s Bench prison, where he died a year later. A 
summary of this sad tale was written by a former owner 

R 42
R 43  
Recorde, Robert (1510–1558)

The grounde of artes: teaching the work and practise 
of arithmetike, bothe in whole numbers and fractions, 
after a more easyer and exacter sorte than any like 
hath hitherto bin set forth: made by M. Robert Record, 
doctor in physicke, and now of late diligently overseene 
and augmented with newe and necessarie additions. R 43
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on a blank page just before the beginning of the text on 
arithmetic.

Record is known to have published a number of textbooks 
on mathematical subjects and at least one on medicine. He 
is said, by others, to have had several more in manuscript 
that are now lost. He is most famous for his mathematical 
books and is usually considered as the founder of English 
mathematical writing—although he was not the first to 
write on this subject in English. He was a scholar of Latin 
and Greek who attempted to find appropriate English 
terms for technical words in those languages. His books 
were always logically arranged, with the fundamental 
principles being discussed first before addressing more 
sophisticated questions. Recorde published his books 
in the order in which he considered their study to be 
most appropriate. First came The Ground of Artes, an 
arithmetic text, in 1543. The Pathway to Knowledge, a 
translation of the first four books of Euclid’s Elements, 
followed in 1551. The Gate of Knowledge, dealing with 
measurement and the quadrant, is not known to exist but 
is mentioned by Recorde in another of his works. The 
Castle of Knowledge, an astronomy text, introduced the 
Copernican system to English readers in 1556. Last in 
the sequence, The Whetstone of Witte was the second, 
more sophisticated part of his arithmetic and introduced 
the subject of algebra and equations in 1557.

This volume, first published in 1543 and enlarged for 
the edition of 1552, proved to be very popular. Written 
in the form of a dialogue between master and pupil, the 

book had some twenty-eight editions in the seventeenth 
century alone. The work was transitional in nature and 
considers arithmetic using Hindu-Arabic notation as 
well as the table abacus. The first edition covered the 
basic operations and the conversion of money (i.e., 
reduction of pounds, shillings and pence into pence, etc.) 
and the rule of three (here called the golden rule). The 
later editions included discussion of fractions, the rule 
of false position and similar refinements. There is also a 
small section on the use of finger numerals.

Because of the rarity of English texts explaining the use 
of the table abacus, the entire section has been added 
to the illustrations, as has the section on merchant’s 
numerals and finger reckoning.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Life summary
Colophon
Table abacus (21)
Merchant’s numerals (3)
Finger reckoning (4)

R 44  
Recorde, Robert (1510–1558)

The whetstone of witte, whiche is the seconde parte 
of arithmetike: containyng the [e]xtraction of rootes: 
the cossike practice, with the rule of equation: and the 
woorkes of surde numbers

Year: 1557
Place: London
Publisher: John Kyngston
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: 2D3 &R1 are folding tables
Binding: later leather; marbled endpapers
Pagination: ff. [164]
Collation: a–b4A–2Q42S–2R4 (signatures C&D transposed)
Size: 192x137 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, pp. 286–288

This book is a much more sophisticated work than 
Recorde’s earlier arithmetic. As such, it was less popular 
than The Ground of Arts and was only issued in this one 
edition. Like the earlier work, this is set as a dialogue 
between master and scholar. The work begins with a 
discussion of the properties of numbers, very akin to 
the discussion one finds in the works of Boethius with 
sections on figurative numbers, abundant and deficient 
numbers, etc. The last part of the work deals with Cossike 
nombers or algebra. Due to its outdated terminology this 
book is difficult for a modern reader to follow. It was in 
this book that Recorde first introduced the equal (=) sign 
(one of the few signs or terms introduced by Recorde 
to stand the test of time). He introduces this sign in his Colophon, R 43
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section The rule of equation, commonly called Algebers 
Rule.

This copy contains the bookplate of Richard Towneley 
(1629–1707), a noted scientist and book collector. 
Towneley was a Fellow of the Royal Society who 
worked with John Flamsteed and Henry Power on 
various scientific endeavors (see Dictionary of Scientific 
Biography for more information).

Illustrations available:
Title page
Introduction of the equal sign
Colophon

[Recorde, Robert (1510–1558)]
See Hatton, Edward; Arithmetick; or, the ground of 

arts: teaching that science, both in whole numbers 
and fractions.

R 45  
Recording & Statistical Corporation

Charting courses
Year: 1931
Place: New York
Publisher: Recording & Statistical Corporation
Edition: 2nd
Language: English
Figures: folding half-tone frontispiece; 5 half-tone plates
Binding: original paper boards
Pagination: pp. 5–94
Size: 218x150 mm

The Recording & Statistical Corporation was a service 
bureau organization doing statistical work. It had offices 
in many of the larger cities in North America and was 
prepared to take on record keeping and statistical work 
for other organizations. This work is a promotional 
publication that describes the company’s abilities in 
areas ranging from financial records to insurance work.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Photo of women using Comptometers
Photo of statistical service

R 44

Introduction of the equal sign, R 44

Colophon, R 44

R 45
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R 46  
Redshaw, S. C.

An electrical potential analyser. In Proceedings of the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineeers, Vol. 159 (War 
Emergency Issue No. 38).

b/w: Rose, H. E.; The mechanical differential analyser, 
1948.

Year: 1948
Place: London
Publisher: Institution of Mechanical Engineers
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 55–80
Size: 280x220 mm

The differential equations known as Laplace’s equation 
and Poisson’s equation are frequently encountered in 
engineering calculations. Redshaw describes an electrical 
device consisting of a mesh of wires with a voltage 
applied at various points. The combined voltages gave 
the solutions, which were read from a galvanometer.

Illustrations available:
Title page (see entry for Rose, H.E., 1948)

R 47  
Rees, Kaspar Franz De (ca.1690–)

Arithmetica illustrata ofte de verligte reken-konst, 
waer in op een vaerdige, gemakkelijke, en niet min 
zekere wijze worden geleerd alle de werkingen der 

reken-konst, zoo in’t geheel, als in’t gebroken. Niet 
alleen uyt de hand, maer ook door de stok-rekening, 
mitsgaders den regel van dryen regt en verkeerd; den 
regel van gezelschap, of maetschappij; van schatting; 
van mengeling; van vijven; den ketting-regel; van valse 
stelling, en andere nuttigheden. Daer benevens het 
uyt-trekken der vierkante-en-taerling-wortel, zoo in’t 
geheel, als in’t gebroken. Alles met fraeije, en nuttige 
voorbeelden versierd, en noodige tafels verzien.

Year: 1719
Place: Antwerp
Publisher: Jacobus van Gaesbeeck
Edition: unknown
Language: Dutch
Figures: engraved frontispiece; 2 folding tables; 4 engraved 

plates
Binding: contemporary leather
Pagination: pp. 394, [6], 56
Collation: A–V8W8X–2A8*–3*44*16

Size: 158x95 mm
Reference: Not in B de H BNHS or Cro CL

This is a treatise on the use of Napier’s bones in a number 
of practical situations. After describing the bones and 
their use in arithmetic, Rees examines mathematical 
problems in such areas as navigation and trade in spices. 
This problem was timely as the Dutch were then engaged 
in building their Southeast Asia empire. There is another 
issue with an identical title, date and place but published 
by Joannes Borckx.

The frontispiece shows Pythagoras working on a problem 
and reaching for his set of Napier’s bones—an attractive 
engraving but historically incorrect.

Statistical service bureau, R 45
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Illustrations available:
Title page
Frontispiece
Napier’s bones

Year: 1737
Place: The Hague
Publisher: Isaac van der Kloot
Edition: 1st (French)
Language: French
Binding: contemporary paper boards; spine torn
Pagination: pp. viii,174
Collation: *4A–K8L7

Size: 150x92 mm
Reference: B de H BNHS, #3915

This arithmetic first appeared in the Netherlands in 1735. 
It was slightly enlarged and corrected for the German 
edition and for this French edition. The work assumes 
a knowledge of basic arithmetic. It contains examples 
of problems that would be useful to merchants and 
tradesmen as well as tables of interest, etc.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 49  
Reeves Instrument Corporation

Project Cyclone symposium I on REAC techniques. 
March 15–16, 1951, New York City.

Year: 1951
Place: New York
Publisher: Reeves Instrument Corporation
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: boards over original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [6], 148
Size: 270x206 mm

Project Cyclone, conducted under contract with the 
U.S. military by the Reeves Instrument Corporation, 

R 47

Frontispiece, R 47

R 48  
Rees, Kaspar Franz de (ca.1690–)

Regle generale d’arithmetique ou novelle methode. 
Pour resoudre d’une maniere courte & facile tous 
les problemes, ou il se trouve de la proportion, ou du 
raport. Ouvrage traduit du Flamand … Corrigé & 
augmenté dans cette edition, à laquelle on a ajouté des 
tables de reduction, avec un bon nombre d’exemples, 
pour la commodité des marchands & c.

R 48
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was aimed at providing a secure environment in which 
guided missile research could be carried out. Reeves 
also manufactured the REAC (Reeves Electronic Analog 
Computer), which was one of the most popular analog 
computing machines of the day. This symposium served 
the dual purpose of allowing scientists interested in 
advanced analog computing techniques to meet with 

military personnel and to exchange ideas on analog 
techniques and applications. The most valuable section 
has photographs of large REAC computing systems.

Illustrations available:
Title page
RAND REAC

R 50  
Reeves Instrument Corporation

Project Cyclone symposium II on simulation and 
computing techniques. April 28–May 2, 1952, New York 
City.

Year: 1952
Place: New York
Publisher: Reeves Instrument Corporation
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: boards over original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [16], 237, [1]
Size: 270x206 mm

This is a report on the second Reeves Cyclone symposium. 
Once again, of major interest are the photographs of large 
analog computing machines.

This seminar began to lose its value and focus as the 
digital revolution began to overtake the use of analog 
equipment. This development is foreshadowed in this 

REAC at the RAND Corp., R 49

R 49
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volume when the RAND Corporation reports that a 
REAC was replaced by a new digital differential analyzer 
from Computer Research Corporation (CRC).

Illustrations available:
Title page
CRC digital differential analyzer
JAINCOMP computer

Language: German
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 113–184
Collation: 9–118 1212

Size: 231x156 mm

Reger briefly describes several forms of numerals and 
then explores the use of the table abacus. This paper is 
an early example of the German tradition of studying the 
cultural history of mathematics, a field that is still strong 
in German universities.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 50

CRC 105 Digital Differential Analyzer, R 50
R 51  
Reger, Adolf

Rechnen als Kultur und Bildungsgut in Anwendung 
auf methodische Einheiten. In Der Volkschulwart, 19 
Jahrgang, Heft 3, Marz 1931.

Year: 1931
Place: Munich
Publisher: Verlag M. Gambera
Edition: 1st

R 51

R 52  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

Ad Bessarionem Cardinalem Nicenum ad Patriarcham 
Constantinopolitanum: De compositione meteoroscopi

Year: 1558
Place: Paris
Publisher: G. Cavellat
Edition: 1st (Collected, 2nd issue)
Language: Latin
Binding: modern vellum
Pagination: ff. 8, 159, [1] (i.e. ff. 103v–117)
Collation: A8a–v8

Size: 162x106 mm
Reference: H&L, #2262, p. 554; H&L, #2570, p. 585

Regiomontanus (Johann Müller, Joannes de Monteregio, 
Johann van Kunsperck) was the most prominent 
mathematician of his day. He Latinized his name from 
his birthplace, Königsberg. He studied in Leipzig from 
the age of twelve and later was a pupil and colleague 
of Peuerbach at the University of Vienna. He was a 
teacher, astronomer, instrument maker, translator and 
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publisher. Regiomontanus made important contributions 
to both trigonometry and astronomy. He was the first to 
set up a printing press devoted to the sciences and thus 
pioneered the field of scientific publishing.

As Owen Gingerich wrote:
The advent of printing provided a powerful force 
for the reform of astronomy, and no fifteenth 
century figure exploited its possibilities more 
effectively than Johannes Regiomontanus, the 
first scientific publisher. As a student of the 
Viennese astronomer Peuerbach, he studied 
Ptolemy’s Almagest, a work then only imperfectly 
understood. This dialogue between “Viennensis” 
and “Cracoviensis” written (first edition also 
printed) by Regiomontanus, is a severe critique of 
the commentary on Ptolemy attributed to Gerhard 
of Cremona, illustrating the new sophistication of 
Peuerbach’s school. 
(Owen Gingerich, Harvard Library Bulletin, Vol. 
XIX, No.2, p. 124)

This work is bound, along with six others, in the volume 
Beausard, Anuli astronomici, 1558.

This is the smallest of the works bound in this one 
volume, comprising only six and a half pages. 

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 53  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

Compositio tabularum sinuum rectorum
Year: 1541
Place: Nürnberg
Publisher: Johann Petreius
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern paper wrappers
Pagination: ff. [27]
Collation: A–F4G3

Size: 304x193 mm
Reference: Zin GBAL, 1781; Caj HM, pp. 131–132

See entry for Peuerbach, George von; Tractatus Georgii 
Peurbachii super propositiones Ptolemæi de sinubus & 
chordis

According to C. R. G. Cosens (in the Catalogue of an 
Exhibition of Printing at the Fitzwilliam Museum, 6 May 
to 23 June 1940, No. 499) These are probably the earliest 
printed tables now extant.

Illustrations available:
See Peuerbach entry

R 54  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

De Composito tabularum sinuum rect[orum]

b/w: Regiomontanus, Johannis; De triangulis planis 
et sphæricis libri quinque.

b/w: Peuerbach, George von; Tractatus super 
propositiones Ptolemaei de sinubus & chordis.

b/w: Santbech, Daniel; Problematum astronomicorum 
et geometricorum sectiones …

Year: 1561
Place: Basel
Publisher: Henricus Petrus & Petrus Perna
Edition: 2nd
Language: Latin
Binding: 17th-century mottled leather; original spine gilt; 

rebacked; raised bands
Pagination: pp. [8], 146, [38], [20], 284, 277–296
Collation: *4a–o6p8*6A4B–2A62B42B42C6 (signature 2B bound 

in twice)
Size: 302x194 mm
Reference: Ada CBCE, R–281; DSB XI, pp. 348–52; H&L, 

#2257; Tho HMES, Vol. V, pp. 375–77; Zin GBAL, 3162

See entry for Peuerbach, George von; Tractatus Georgii 
Peurbachii super propositiones Ptolemæi de sinubus & 
chordis. See also the entry for the 1541 edition of these 
tables.

Illustrations available:
See Peuerbach entryR 52
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R 55  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

Der deutsche kalendar des Johannes Regiomontan. 
Nurnberg, um 1474. Faksimiledruck nach dem 
exemplar der Preussischen Staatsbibliothek. Mit einer 
einleitung von Ernst Zinner

Year: 1937
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: Otto Harrassowitz
Edition: reprint
Language: Latin
Figures: printed in red and black, 3 printed plates, 1 with 

volvelle
Binding: original paper boards
Pagination: pp. 20, [60]
Size: 205x147 mm

See entry for Regiomontanus; Kalendarium magistri 
Joannis de Monteregio viri peritissimi, 1489. This is a 
reprint of the 1474 (first) edition of that work.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 56  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

Disputationum Johannis de Monte Regio contra 
Cremonensia in planetarum theoricas deliramenta 
præfatio Spæræ mundi co[m]pendiu[m] foeliciter 
inchoat

b/w: Peuerbach, George von; Theoricæ novæ 
planetarum.

b/w: Sacrobosco, Johannes; Spæræ mundi 
co(m)pendiu(m) foeliciter inchoat.

Year: 1488
Place: Venice
Publisher: Johannes Lucilius Santritter and Hieronymous de 

Sanctis
Edition: 3rd
Language: Latin
Figures: woodcut frontispiece, full-page woodcuts, numerous 

woodcut diagrams, 8 hand tinted
Binding: blue morocco by Leighton; gilt edges
Pagination: ff. [69]
Collation: A10B8BB12C8D9E–F8G6

Size: 208x152
Reference: Gin HLB, Vol. XIX, #2, p. 124; H&L, #750, p. 391

Peuerbach and Regiomontanus were good partners and 
seemed to accomplish more together than they each could 
have alone. It has been speculated that the early death of 
each, both in their prime, set back the development of 
mathematics and astronomy for a hundred years.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 57  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

In laudem operis calendarii a Joanne de Monteregio 
Germanorum decoris nostre etatis astronomorum 
principis editi Jacobo Sentini Ricinensis Carmina.

Year: 1514
Place: Venice
Publisher: Peter Liechtenstein
Edition: late
Language: Latin
Figures: printed in red and black
Binding: later heavy paper boards
Pagination: ff. [28]
Collation: a10b8c8d2

Size: 217x158 mm
Reference: Gin HLB, #2, p. 124; H&L, #14452, p. 1508

R 55 R 56
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This is a later edition of Regiomontanus’ calendar. See 
the entry for Regiomontanus, Kalendarium magistri 
Joannis de Monteregio viri peritissimi, 1489.

Illustrations available:
Title page (color)

Christopher Columbus when he took a copy of this book 
on his fourth voyage in 1504. It correctly predicted an 
eclipse for the night of February 29, thus saving the lives 
of his crew from a group of hostile natives (a story that, 
if not true, should be). This copy has the three pages, 
lacking in many of the extant copies, of volvelles and 
instruments (including one with a brass pointer) at the 
end of the book. 

R 57

R 58  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

Kalendarium magistri Joannis de Monteregio viri 
peritissimi.

Year: 1489
Place: Augsburg
Publisher: Erhard Ratdolt
Edition: 6th
Language: Latin
Figures: printed in red and black
Binding: modern grained leather
Pagination: ff. [30]
Collation: a10b8c8d4 (d1 and d2, d3 and d4 pasted together)
Size: 206x150 mm
Reference: H&L, #14176, p. 1488

Regiomontanus first printed this calendar at Nuremberg 
in 1474, and it became so popular that the publisher who 
took over the work, Erhard Ratdolt, issued more than 
eight editions in three languages. The work includes a 
perpetual calendar, tables for Easter and the information 
for calculating when it will occur, the true solar and lunar 
paths for the period, the times for new and full moons and 
many more bits of astronomical information. The section 
on eclipses illustrates the different types of eclipses that 
can take place. This information was reportedly used by 

Title, R 58

Colophon, R 58

Moon volvelle, R 58

Eclipse diagram, R 58
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Illustrations available:
Title page
Calendar for December (color)
Eclipses (color)
Colophon
Instruments (2)

relation to the apparent daily rotation of the sky. These 
were first published in Augsburg in 1490 (but were 
circulated in manuscript form before that). They were 
often reprinted. While quite useful at the time, they were 
quickly abandoned after the invention of logarithms. 
Regiomontanus composed a number of problems to 
be included in this work. In problem 10 (Decimum 
problema), he notes that most sine tables (including his 
own) are constructed with the sine of 90 degrees = 60,000 
(a holdover from the sexagesimal system). He proposes 
that sines would be more useful if they were based on 
the decimal system, with the sine of 90 degrees being 
100,000. This was the start of trigonometric table reform 
and tables changing from being based on the radius of a 
defining circle to being ratios of the sides of triangles.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sexagesimal-oriented sine table

December calendar, R 58

R 59  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

Tabulæ directionum profectionumque, non tám 
astrologiae iudiciariae, quám tabulis instumentisque 
innumeris fabricandis utiles ac necessariae. Denuó 
nunc editae, & pulchriore ordine dispositae, multisque 
in locis emendatae. Eiusdem Regiomontani tabula 
sinuum, per singula minuta extensa, universam 
sphaericorum triangulorum scientiam complectens. 
Accesserunt his tabulae ascensionum obliquarum, ea 
60. gradu elevationis poli, usque ad finem quadrantis: 
per Erasmum Reinholdum Salveldensem supputatae.

Year: 1584
Place: Wittenberg
Publisher: M. Welack
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: later embossed leather
Pagination: ff. [4], 156, 32
Collation: A42B–2V82X43A–3H4

Size: 196x162 mm
Reference: DSB XI, pp. 348–352; H&L, #2257, p. 552; Tho 

HMES, Vol. V, pp. 375–377; Zin GBAL, #3162, p. 285

Regiomontanus lived and worked in a number of 
cities, including Rome. While in Rome, he met Martin 
Bylica of Olkusz (1433–1493), who was Astronomer 
Royal in Hungary. In 1467, while working with Bylica 
in Hungary, he computed these tables of directions, 
which give the longitudes of the heavenly bodies in 

R 59

R 59
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R 60  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476)

De triangulis omnimodis libri quinque. Quibus 
explicantur res necessariæ cognitu, volentibus ad 
scientiarum astronomicarum perfectionem devenire: 
quæ cum nusqua[m] alibi hoc tempore expositæ 
habeantur, frustra sine harum instructione ad 
illam quisquam aspirarit. Accesserunt huc in calce 
pleraq[ue] D. Nicolai Cusani. De Quadratura circuli, 
deq[ue] recti ac curui commensuratione: itemq[ue] Io. 
de monte Regio eadem de re elegclica [elegchlicha], 
hactenus a nemine publicata. Omnia recens in lucem 
edita, fide et diligentia singulari. This appendix has 
its own title page: De quadratura circuli, dialogus, et 
rationes diversæ, separatim aliquot libellis exquisitæ. 
Ad ea de re Cardinalis Cusani tradita et inventa; quibus 
autor hæc præscripsit verba Græca, quæ ne quid illius 
subtraheremus studiosis, subrjci curavimus.

Year: 1533
Place: Nürnberg
Publisher: Johann Petreius
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern paper boards
Pagination: pp. 137, [3], 94, [2]
Collation: A–Q4Ra–b6c– l4

Size: 293x195 mm
Reference: Ada CBCE, #R280; Hymn AC, #2606; Zin GBAL, 

#1542, p. 181

This work is a landmark in history of science and 
mathematics. It is the first European work to treat 
trigonometry (although it does not use that word) as 
a mathematical subject independent of astronomy. 
Regiomontanus intended to provide astronomers with 
a handbook containing the mathematics they needed to 
conduct their research. In it, he describes the calculation 
techniques of use to astronomers but does so without 
reference to the heavenly bodies. It deals only with 
the sine and cosine functions but does give formulae 
(usually called the sine-law) for both plane and spherical 
triangles.

Regiomontanus wrote this work in 1463, but it was not 
published until seventy years later (fifty-seven years 
after his death). Despite the long delay, it proved very 
popular. In 1539, Rheticus presented a copy of the first 
edition to Copernicus, who used it to modify some of his 
own theorems before publishing his De revolutionibus.

The preface to this book was written by Johannes 
Schöner. The last third is a work on squaring the 
circle and Regiomontanus’ refutation of it as written by 
Nicolaus Cusa. Cusa (1401–1464) was the teacher of 

Peuerbach (who was, in turn, Regiomontanus’ teacher) 
and a mathematician in his own right.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Colophon

Colophon, R 60

R 60

R 61  
Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436–1476) - Daniel 
Santbech, contributor and editor.

De triangulis planis et sphæricis libri quinque, unà cum 
tabulis sinuum, in quibus tota ip forum triangulorum 
scientia ex primis fundamentis geometricarum 
αποδεіξεωμ absolutissimé extructa continetur. Quam 
multiplicem usum haec triangulorum doctrina omnibus 
legitimé philosophantibus adserant non solùm ad 
expedité absoluendas. quæ cunque in locis terrestribus 
ac maritimis occurra[n]t, dimensiones, sed etiam ad 
intelligendos fontes eius disciplinæ, quæ extructa est 
à Ptolemæo & Copernico de Revolutionibus orbium 
cælestoum, qui sana rerum intelligentia sunt instructi, 
in sequebti opere, quod complectitur ordinata[m] 
astronomicorum & geometricorum problematum 
descriptionem, tanquam in clara luce intueri & 
experientia infallibili duce deprehendere poterunt.

b/w: Peuerbach, George von; Tractatus super 
propositiones Ptolemaei de sinubus & chordis.
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b/w: Regiomontanus, Johannis; Composito tabularum 
sinuum recto.

b/w: Santbech, Daniel; Problematum astronomicorum 
et geometricorum sectiones …

Year: 1561
Place: Basel
Publisher: Henricus Petrus & Petrus Perna
Edition: 3rd
Language: Latin
Binding: 17th-century mottled leather; original spine gilt; 

rebacked, raised bands
Pagination: pp. [8], 146, [38], [20], 284, 277–296
Collation: *4a–o6p8*6A4B–2A62B42B42C6 (signature 2B bound 

in twice)
Size: 302x194 mm
Reference: Ada CBCE, R–281; DSB XI, pp. 348–352; H&L, 

#2257; Tho HMES, Vol. V, pp. 375-377; Zin GBAL 3162

See the comments on the first edition De triangulis 
omnimodis libri quinque, 1533.

This edition was produced after the mathematicians of 
Europe had an opportunity to digest the contents of the 
first and second editions. The first edition appeared in 
1533 with a preface by Schöner. The second edition of 
1541 added two new contributions by Regiomontanus 
and Peuerbach. This third edition reprints these and adds 
the Problematum Astronomicorum of Daniel Santbech 
with the result that the work is more than doubled in 
size.

Little is known of the life of Daniel Santbech, the 
author of the second work, other than that he was a 
native of Nijmegen and seems to have been a skilled 

mathematician. The opening chapter covers astronomy in 
general and astronomical instruments in particular. This 
is followed by a second chapter illustrating the practical 
applications of spherical trigonometry to such problems 
as determining a position at sea, sundials, surveying and 
leveling as well as problems encountered in gunnery 
and ballistics. The latter subject receives a very full 
treatment. The ballistics illustrations are of particular 
interest because they clearly show the straight line-flight 
of a canonball. Although Santbech understood that a 
cannonball does not fly in a straight line, he accepted this 
(then commonly held) theory of the trajectory because 
it allowed him to conveniently construct a right-angled 
triangle from which computations could be made. It was 
not until the later work of Tartagula, Galileo and others 
that the trajectory of a cannonball could be dealt with as 
a parabolic rather than a linear phenomenon.

R 61

Santbech title page, R 61

Ballistics, R 61
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This volume once belonged to Thomas Digges and has 
his faint signature on the title page. Digges’ own book 
on surveying must have benefited from the contents of 
this one.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Digges’ signature
Colophon
Santbech title page
Ballistics

begins with a discussion of number theory, figurative 
numbers, etc., but does include a more practical section 
on basic arithmetic at the end. The work closes with a 
small section on the use of the table abacus.

DeMorgan (Mathematical books) comments:
There are but 96 small folios with large print: so 
that if I wished to bring any person into the closest 
contact with the middle ages at the least expense 
of reading, with reference both to their mode 
of expression and operation, I should certainly 
prescribe this book.

What both DeMorgan and Smith (Rara) overlooked 
is that this book holds an important place in the history 
of number theory. Perfect numbers are those whose 
divisors sum up to the number itself, e.g., 1+2+3 = 6 
and 1+2+4 +7+14 = 28. Nicomachus knew that the 
first four perfect numbers were 6, 28, 4096 and 8128. 
On the basis that the first had a single digit, the second 

Colophon, R 61

R 62  
Regius, Hudalrich (sixteenth century)

Utriusque arithmetices epitome ex variis authoribus 
concinnata …

Year: 1536
Place: Strasbourg
Publisher: Gruninger
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: later mottled leather; gilt spine
Pagination: ff. [8], XCVI
Collation: A–N8

Size: 154x93 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, p. 181; Bud IOS, p. 5; Pul HA, p. 116

This is an arithmetic book in the traditional style. Rather 
than being practical like the Arithmeticae practicae of 
Gemma Frisius (which was published only four years 
later), this work follows the tradition of Boethius. It 

Two forms of multiplication (gelosia and modern), R 62

R 62
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was two digits, the third three, and the fourth four 
digits, he predicted that the fifth perfect number would 
have five digits, the sixth would have six, etc. This 
made sense from the Pythagorean view of numbers in 
that it provided symmetry. It was also suspected that 
2p-1(2p-1) was always a perfect number. Regius found the 
factors of 211-1 = 2047 = 23x89, which disproved this 
last conjecture. He also showed that 213-1 = 8191 was a 
prime and by so doing had shown that the fifth perfect 
number was 212(213-1) = 33550336 (which, because it 
has eight digits, proved Nicomachus wrong). It was, of 
course, discoveries like these that led to the decline in 
the study of the ancient mathematicians.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Perfect numbers table
Figurative numbers
Gelosia multiplication
Table abacus
Colophon

R 64  
Reidemeister, Kurt Werner Friedrich (1893–1971)

Die Arithmetik der Griechen
Year: 1940
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: B. G. Teubner
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: original printed paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 32
Size: 233x150 mm
Reference: DSB XI, pp. 362–363

Kurt Reidemeister received his doctorate from Göttingen 
and joined the faculty of the University of Vienna soon 
thereafter. He left Vienna in 1927 for the University of 
Königsberg, where he taught until forced to leave by 
the Nazis in 1933. He made contributions to differential 
geometry, number theory and topology and was interested 
in the philosophy of mathematics and the foundations of 
mathematics.

The title of this work is accurate but a bit misleading. The 
Greeks referred to the study of mathematics as arithmetic 
while the process of doing operations with numbers was 
usually called logistic. Although some mention is made 
of figurative numbers, the bulk of this work discusses the 
tenth book of Euclid.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 65  
Reidemeister, Kurt Werner Friedrich (1893–1971) and 
Theodor Peters 

Christian Otter Mechanisman

Colophon, R 62
R 63  
Rehbock, Fritz

Rechenmaschinen. In Die Naturewissenschaften, Heft 
33, August 19, 1927.

Year: 1927
Place: Berlin
Publisher: Naturwissenschaften
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: original printed paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 673–688
Size: 272x196 mm

Rehbock was a professor at the Berlin Institut für 
angewandte Mathematik (Institute for Applied 
Mathematics).

This paper surveys the different forms of multiplication 
mechanisms that were commonly found in mechanical 
calculating machines. It begins with the Leibniz machine, 
describes the variable tooth gear found in the Brunsviga 
machines, mentions the Nürnberg scissors device and 
ends with a description of the types of mechanisms, 
based on mechanical Napier’s bones, found in the Bollée 
machine and the Millionaire made by the Swiss firm of 
Egli.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 64
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Year: 1933
Place: Halle
Publisher: Max Niemeyer
Edition: offprint
Language: German
Figures: 2 photolith plates
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 155–182
Size: 255x183 mm

Christian Otter (1598–1660) was a Prussian 
mathematician who worked for the elector Friedrich 
Wilhelm of Branderburg and was later professor of 
mathematics in the Netherlands at Nijmegen (called 
Nimwegen in German). He is known to have been 
involved in fortress design and construction.

Reidemeister and Peters describe several mathematical 
instruments found in the collections of the Königsberg 
Museum, mostly made from cardboard, that were created 
by Otter, likely in his design of fortifications. They were 
used to draw circles, ellipses, trisect angles, etc.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Portrait of Otter
Otter mechanism

Reinhold, Erasmus (1511–1553)
See Sacrobosco, Johannes de; Libellus …, de 

anni ratione, seu ut vocatur vulgo computus 
ecclesiasticus. Cum præfatione Philippi 
Melanthonis.

See Sacrobosco, Johannes de; Libellus de sphæra. 
Accessit eiusdem autoris computus ecclesiaticus, 
et alia quædam in studiosorum gratiam edita. Cum 
præfatione Philippi Melanthonis.

R 66  
Reisch, Gregor (1475?–1523?)

Margarita philosophica
Year: 1503
Place: Freiberg
Publisher: Johannes Schott
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Figures: 1 folding world map; 1 folding plate; numerous 

woodcuts
Binding: contemporary vellum
Pagination: ff. [301]
Collation: π8162–48a–q8r6A–B8C4D–K8L–M62a–2d82e42f5

Size: 207x147 mm
Reference: Bar CCCB, p. 271–275; Pul HA, p. 116

Despite the popularity of this book, little seems to be 
known of the life of the author. He studied at Freiburg in 

R 65
Christian Otter, R 65

Otter’s device, R 65
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1487 and eventually obtained a bachelor’s and master’s 
degree from there. He joined the Carthusian order of 
monks and became confessor to Emperor Maximilian I.

This book, whose title may be translated as The 
Philosophic Pearl, is often considered to be the first 
technical encyclopedia. It also functioned as the primary 
text at the newly established German universities of 
the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. It is 
a compendium of the quadrium, trivium and natural 
sciences. It is divided into twelve parts, with subjects 
ranging from language, music and arithmetic to anatomy. 
The glory of this work is the woodcut illustrations that 
depict many of the subjects. These include the first 
anatomical illustration of the eye, the human organs, 
astronomical instruments, depictions of heaven and hell 
and a large folding map of the known world (lacking 
in many copies of this work but present here—laid in 
loose). Because of their interest, many of the woodcuts 
are shown in the illustrations. One famous woodcut 
shows the goddess of arithmetic judging a contest 
between Boethius using a table abacus and Pythagoras 
using the new Hindu-Arabic numerals. This nicely shows 
the start of the transition between the two systems. The 
engraver was obviously familiar with the table abacus 
and shows Boethius using one correctly. On the other 
hand, Pythagoras is shown using pen and ink to write 
directly on the table top. This representation and similar 
problems would indicate that the engraver was not as 
familiar with this new system.

Although written sometime in the late 1490s, the work 
was not published until 1503. It was used as a text in 
many places of higher education and went through 
eleven editions in the sixteenth century alone.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Goddess of arithmetic and table abacus
Goddess of music
Surveying with Jacob’s staff
Goddess of astronomy
Armillary
World map (several)
Human anatomy
Eye
Colophon
Printer’s mark

Frontispiece, R 66

R 66

Jacob’s staff, R 66
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R 67  
Reisch, Gregor (1475?–1523?)

Margarita philosophica
Year: 1504
Place: Freiberg
Publisher: Johannes Schott
Edition: 2nd
Language: Latin
Figures: 1 folding world map; 1 folding plate; numerous 

woodcuts
Binding: contemporary blind-stamped pigskin with 2 clasps; 

roughly rebacked at an early date; clasps repaired
Pagination: ff. [331]
Collation: π6a–c6d–2r82s42t7

Size: 197x147 mm
Reference: Bud IOS, p. 5; Bar CCCB, pp. 254–319; Pul HA, 

p. 116

Unlike an unauthorized edition by Grüninger in 1504, 
this is an authorized second edition by Schott. It differs 
in minor ways from the first: for example, it contains a 
preface, dated 1496, not in the first edition. The word 
map is also present in this copy and appears to have 
been cleaned and repaired along the major fold before 
being rebound in the book. The material covered remains 
essentially the same, although modified slightly and 
with extra illustrations added in places. Of particular 
interest are illustrations of speculative human forms 
and the making of astrolabes and quadrants. There is no 
colophon in this copy.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Goddess of arithmetic
Goddess of Astronomy
Making of astrolabes
Human forms

Printer’s mark, R 66

Colophon, R 66

R 67

Human forms, R 67

R 68  
Reisch, Gregor (1475?–1523?)

Margarita philosophica, hoc est habituum sev 
disciplinarum omnium, qoutqout philosophiae 
syncerioris ambitu continentur, perfectissima

Year: 1583
Place: Basel
Publisher: Sebastian Henric Petri
Edition: 13th
Language: Latin
Figures: 4 engraved plates
Binding: modern quarter-bound vellum
Pagination: pp. [40], 1403, [3]
Collation: a–b8c4A–Z82a–2z82A–2Z82A–2S82T7

Size: 211x163 mm
Reference: Pul HA, p. 116
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By the time this edition was issued, a large amount of 
material had been added to the original work. A series 
of appendices extend the book by about 25 percent, and 
there were undoubtedly further changes to the basic 
text which we have not attempted to establish. The 
appendices provide further information on the basic 
content (i.e., arithmetic music, etc.) as well as new 
material on the astrolabe, a new world map showing 
parts of the Americas, material on architecture and 
perspective, and a section on new surveying instruments. 
The material on architecture and perspective was written 
by Martin Waldseemüller, who was a surveyor and map 
maker in St. Die in Lorraine—part of a group known 
as the Gymnasium Vosagenes. His material began to 

be part of the Margarita philosophica edition of 1512. 
It contains an illustration of a surveying instrument 
(labeled polimetrum in the 1512 edition but here called 
visosium) that is the earliest European prototype of the 
modern theodolite and transit—the two essential devices 
for measuring both horizontal and vertical angles in 
one instrument (there perhaps were Arabic examples 
earlier).

Illustrations available:
Title page
Perspective
Astrolabic instrument
Theodolite
World map
Colophon
Printer’s mark

R 68

Theodolite, R 68

Colophon, R 68

Printer’s mark, R 68
R 69  
Reissig, Cornelius von (1781–1860)

Tafeln der chorden fur alle Winkel des Quadranten zum 
Gebrauche, die gemessenen Winkel auf das Papier zu 
entwerfen, nebst Beschreibung eines dazu gehörigen 
Stangenzirkels.

Year: 1817
Place: Saint Petersburg
Publisher: Kaiserlichen General-Stabs
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Figures: 2 folding engraved plates
Binding: original printed wrappers
Pagination: pp. [6], vi, 121, [1]
Collation: 1–116121

Size: 162x101 mm
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This is a table of chords for all angles from 0 to 100 
grads (100 grads = 90 degrees). The volume also includes 
illustrations of a scale of proportional parts and a beam 
compass (rather than dividers) to be used with it.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Beam compass

ERA was a firm founded after World War II in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, by a group of U.S. Navy cryptologists and 
code breakers. Its mandate was to enter into digital 
computer manufacture to ensure that the Navy had 
access to this type of equipment for code breaking. The 
firm was eventually acquired by Remington Rand and 
joined its Eckert-Mauchly division in an uncomfortable 
union under the Remington Rand umbrella.

The ERA 1103 was a scientific computer with an 
electrostatic memory. The prototype was delivered to 
the U.S. Navy, and in 1954, several more were shipped 
to other military establishments and large military 
contractors. In 1955, ERA 1103’s were delivered with 
the electrostatic memory having been replaced by the 
newer technology of magnetic core memory. Some of 
these were replacements for the earlier electrostatic 
memory machines. The ERA 1103A was a version of the 
machine that was capable of having more memory, more 
magnetic tape units, a program interrupt, floating point 
arithmetic and other similar enhancements.

Illustrations available:
Front cover

Beam dividers, R 69

R 69
R 70  
Remington Rand Inc.

Notes on the logic of the ERA 1103 Computer System
Year: 1953
Place: Saint Paul, MN
Publisher: Remington Rand
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers; ring bound
Pagination: pp. [4], 44
Size: 280x211 mm R 70
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R 71  
Remington Rand, Inc.

Univac Scientific 1103A Computer - Reference manual
Year: 1956
Place: Saint Paul, MN
Publisher: Remington Rand
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers ring bound
Pagination: pp. [6], 39
Size: 280x211 mm

See the comments in the entry for Remington Rand, 
Inc., Notes on the logic of the ERA 1103 Computer 
System. This is a description of how the 1103A differed 
from the ERA 1103.

Illustrations available:
Front cover
Photograph of the ERA 1103

R 72  
Remmelin, Johann (1582–1632) [Georg Galgemair]

Oργανον λογικον, [Organon logikon] … Kurtzer 
gründlicher warhaffter gebesserter und vermehrter 
Unterricht, zuberaitung und gebrauch, Dess Circkels 
Schregmess, und linial in wahrer proportion schöne 
Mathematische Kunststück, durch unglaubliche 
behende Vortheil an die hand gebendt. Allen 
Kunstliebenden zu sondern Ehren und Wolgefallen 
recht Corrigiert, mit notwendigem Zusatz, und 
anderm sonderlich der Visier: und Kunst Sonnenuhren 
zureissen, vermerht, durch weiland den Hochgelehrten 
Herin Joannem Remelium … im 1624 Jahrs, ansetzo 
aber zum vierdten mal auffgelegt

Year: 1654
Place: Frankfurt
Publisher: Johann Weh
Edition: 4th
Language: German
Figures: 4 folding plates (p. 10, 68, 120, 126)
Binding: contemporary marbled paper boards; corners worn
Pagination: pp. [8], 56, 59–66, 65–128 (57–58 omitted, 65–66 

repeated)
Collation: A–R4

Size: 193x160 mm
Reference: Zin GBAL, pp. 61, 271, 318, 324, 330, 339, 347, 

353, 362, 364, 367, 371, 384, 395; Not in Pogg I 

Johann Remmelin wrote this work based on the earlier 
work of Georg Galgemair (see Addenda entries for 
Galgemair). This volume is of interest as it includes 
descriptions of three different instruments that have 
all been called the proportional compass. Remmelin 
describes each instrument thoroughly, and the foldout 
diagrams are full size and carefully detailed. They also 
contain carefully detailed scales to enable an instrument 
maker to easily reproduce them—see in particular the 
diagram of the true proportional compass, in which even 
the details of the hinge mechanism are included.

The text gives the appearance of having been written 
at different times because some of the sections are 
numbered, and some are not. The first half is concerned 
with the use of the proportional compass in all aspects of 
plane and solid geometry. The second section deals with 
the sector. In the third section Remmelin describes, and 
correctly attributes to Benjamin Bramer, a single-arm 
sector. Although Remmelin provides his own version of 
the scales on this instrument (see Bramer, Benjamin; 
Bericht und gebrauch eines proportional linials, 1617), 
it is more difficult to use than a regular two-arm sector. 

ERA 1103, R 71
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One must use a pair of dividers to position the unmarked 
arm and then also use them again to measure distances 
from the scale to the arm—a process more error prone 
than measuring from established markings on two scales 
(see diagram B in the Figure 9 illustration of this device). 
However, this difficulty of use is offset by its ease of 
manufacture. The construction of an easily moved yet 
stable hinge was a difficult challenge for most instrument 
makers. Engraving the several scales, all of which come 
together at the center of the hinge, was also a problem. 
This Bramer sector obviated both these concerns.

As well as discussing calculating instruments, the volume 
also includes a section on gauging (the determination of 
the volume of barrels). Remmelin describes the situation 
before more sophisticated gauging rod instruments 
were available (see, for example, Bion, Traité de 
la construction …, 1709). The gauging instruments 
described here appear awkward.

Illustrations available:
Title page
True proportional compass
Sector side 1 and 2
Single arm (Bramer) sector
Gauging

R 73  
Remmelin, Johann (1582–1632) [Georg Galgemair]

Oργανον λογικον, [Organon logikon] … Kurtzer 
gründtlicher warhaffter gebesserter und vermehrter 
Unterricht, Zuberaitung und gebrauch, Dess Circkels 
Schregmess, und Linial in wahrer proportion schöne 
Mathematische Kunststück, durch unglaubliche 
behende vortheil an die hand gebendt. Allen 
Kunstliebenden Zu Sondern Ehren und Wolgefallen 
recht Corrigiert, mit notwendigem Zusatz, und 
anderm sonderlich der Visier: und Kunst Sonnenuhren 
Zureissen, vermerht, durch weiland den Hochgelehrten 
Herin Joannem Remelium … im 1624. Jars, anietzo 
aber zum vierdten mal auffgelegt und Gedruckt …

Year: 1655
Place: AugsburgGauging instrument, R 72

Single arm sector, R 72

R 72
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Publisher: Johnannis Weh
Edition: 4th
Language: German
Figures: 4 folding plates (p. 10, 68, 120, 126)
Binding: contemporary vellum
Pagination: pp. [8], 56, 59–66, 65–128
Collation: A–R4

Size: 196x150 mm
Reference: Zin GBAL, pp. 61, 271, 318, 324, 330, 339, 347, 

353, 362, 364, 367, 371, 384, 395; Not in Pogg I 

This edition, of which there are two copies in the 
collection, is the same text as the first edition. The title 
page has been changed to better represent the content—
two major problems of the day, dialing and gauging, are 
featured prominently. Neither the edition of the previous 
year nor these two volumes contain figures numbered 2 
and 3, an omission that appears to be deliberate.

See note in the Addenda entries for Galgemair.
Illustrations available:

Title page

Publisher: Christoff Krausen
Edition: unknown
Language: German
Binding: contemporary manuscript paper over boards
Pagination: ff. [48]
Collation: A–F4

Size: 196x144 mm

Remmelin was both a mathematician and a physician. 
Although he wrote several mathematical works, he is 
best remembered for his works on medicine, particularly 
his Catoptron microcosmicum which was the earliest 
anatomical “flap” book. This present volume deals with 
word problems and is only marginally related to the 
collection.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 73
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Remmelin, Johann (1582–1632)

Sphyngis Victoris. Triumphi splendide ab eius victore 
triumphante adornati, remora. Das ist: Aufflösung 
vier scharpffsinniger Wortrechnungen von grossen 
Künstlern an Tag gebracht. Sampt angehenckter 
Wunder unnd ohn auffgelöster Wortrechnung unerhörte 
Geheimnuss der Zahlen andeutende …

b/w: Meichsner, Georg; Arithmetica …, 1625
b/w: Rudolff, Christoff; Compendium cossicum ex 

arithmeticâ algebraicâ  …

Year: 1619
Place: Kempten

R 74

R 75  
Requeno, Vincenzo (1743–1811)

Scoperta della chironomia. Ossia dell’arte di gestire 
con le mani

Year: 1797
Place: Parma
Publisher: Fratelli Gozzi
Edition: 1st
Language: Italian
Figures: 3 engraved plates
Binding: contemporary marbled boards; leather spine
Pagination: pp. [8], 135, [1], [8]
Collation: π41–98

Size: 179x110 mm
Reference: Not in Rcdi BMI 

Vincinzo Requeno was a Jesuit priest from Aragon. 
This work is intended to make the reader more aware of 
hand gestures. After discussing the finger numerals of 
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Bede, Requeno explores the use of hand gestures in the 
classical world, mainly in dance and speech, and urges 
the modern adoption of the practice. A feature of the 
work is the plates that clearly show the finger numerals.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Finger numerals (three illustrations)

Resenius, Johann Paul (15561–1638)
See Gemma Frisius, Reiner; Schola succincta et 

facilia, in arithmeticam Gemmæ Frisii, tradita 
et conscripta olim, in schola privata … Et nunc 
tandem edita, in usum scholarum puerilium & c. 
per Petr. Nicol. Gælstrupium.

R 76  
Reuleaux, Franz (1829–1905)

Die sogenannte Thomas’sche rechenmaschine. Für 
Mathematiker, Astronomen, Ingenieure, Finanzbeamte, 
Versicherungs- Gesellschaften und Zahlenrechner 
überhaupt

Year: 1892
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: Arthur Felix
Edition: 2nd
Language: German
Figures: 1 large folding plate of machine
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [8], 60
Collation: π4 1–38 46

Size: 227x150 mm
Reference: Horsburgh, p. 123; DSB XI, pp. 383–385; see 

Zoller in BSIS, #60, March 1999, pp. 16–23

Reuleaux was a mechanical engineer who taught at, and 
was president of, the Royal Technical Institute in Berlin. 
He was the author of Theoretical Kinematics: Outline of 
a Theory of Machines, which was translated into French, 
Italian, and English.

The French firm manufacturing the Thomas de 
Colmar Arithmometer had ceased production of its 

Finger numerals, R 75Finger numerals, R 75Finger numerals, R 75

R 75 Part of the Thomas mechanism, R 76
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machine and Arthur Burkhardt, the head of Deutsche 
Rechenmaschinen Fabrik in Glashütte, Germany, had 
taken over the design. The introduction states that the 
original manufacturers had failed to improve the design 
or to maintain the standards of mechanical tolerance 
necessary for the proper operation of the calculator. 
We have been unable to determine the accuracy of this 
statement. This description of the machine, which is still 
called the Thomas, is a new machine of similar design to 
the original. A fold-out plate illustrates the mechanism.

This is a presentation copy from Burkhardt (the 
manufacturer) to Professor Dr. L. Piesper. A letter from 
Burkhardt to the professor is also in the collection.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Fold-out plate
Advertisement from back cover

R 77  
Revesi Bruti, Ottavio

Archisesto per formar con facilità li cinque ordini 
d’architettura; con altri particolari intorno la medesma 
professione.

Year: 1627
Place: Vicenza
Publisher: Heridi di Dominico Amadio
Edition: 1st
Language: Italian
Figures: 49 text engravings; mounted double-page engraving 

of the archisesto; 1 plate not included in the pagination
Binding: original vellum over boards
Pagination: pp. [8], 100, [2]
Collation: a4A–m4n3

Size: 337x232 mm
Reference: Not in Rcdi BMI 

Revesi Bruti was an Italian architect and follower of 
Scamozzi.

This book describes an instrument that is a modified 
sector. Although the author claims it as his own invention, 
it is obviously a modification of what was by the time 
of this publication becoming a well-known instrument 
among mathematicians if not among architects. He calls 
this device an archisesto and indicates that it is used 
to obtain the correct proportions of the classical orders 
in architecture. The plate illustrating the instrument is 
designed so that it could be simply cut out and pasted on 
boards. The work was translated into English in 1737.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Instrument plate details (2)
Instrument plate photo

R 76

Thomas advertisement, R 76 R 77
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Rhabdas, Nicolaus, of Smyrna (ca.1341)
See Artabasda, Nicolaus, of Smyrna; Græci 

Mathematici ΕΚΦΡΑΣΙC numerorum notationis per 
gestum digitorum.

R 78  
Rheinmetall-borsig Aktiengesellschaft Werk

Instructions pour l’emploi des machines à calculer 
«Métal»

Year: n/d
Place: n/p
Publisher: Rheinmetall-Borsig
Edition: n/e
Language: French
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 84
Size: 211x150 mm

The Metal calculators were manufactured by Rheinische 
Metallwaren und Machinenfabrik in the Soemmerda 
district of Germany near the city of Jena. While the 
machines were always known by the name Rheinmetall, 
it is possible that this French version of their catalog/
operating instructions had the name shortened to Metal 
because of the difficult atmosphere between France and 
Germany at the time (the major Rheinmetall machines 
were first produced in 1924 and thus this publication 
must date from a period just prior to World War II). The 
only instance in which the full name Rheinmetall appears 
is on the nameplates of machines in the illustrations.

Illustrations available:
Title page
A Metal machine

R 79  
Rheinmetall-borsig Aktiengesellschaft Werk

Rheinmetall Rechen-Maschinen mit elektrischem 
Antrieb Modelle: KEW Ic KEW IIc

Year: 1948
Place: n/p
Publisher: Rheinmetall-Borsig
Edition: n/e
Language: German
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 32
Size: 210x150 mm

This is the instruction booklet for an electrically driven 
version of the Rheinmetall calculating machines.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 78

Metal calculating machine, R 78
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R 80  
Rheticus, Georg Joachim (1514–1574)

Canon doctrinæ triangulorum
Year: 1551
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: Wolphgang Gunter
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern leather
Pagination: pp. [24]
Collation: A–C4

Size: 216x141 mm
Reference: Glais RCMT, p. 42

Rheticus was born Georg Joachim Iserin in Feldkirchen, 
Austria, close to the border with Switzerland. This area 
was once the Roman province of Rhætia, hence his adopted 
name of Rheticus. He studied in Zurich and Wittenberg at 
a time when Martin Luther was the professor of theology 
there. He was professor of mathematics in Wittenberg 
from 1537 to 1542. He is known to have spent about 
two years with Copernicus, starting in 1539, and was 
one of the key individuals responsible for spreading his 
ideas. In 1539, Rheticus went to Danzig to publish the 
Narratio Prima, the first official announcement of the 
Copernican theory. In 1542, he moved to Nuremberg, 
where he supervised the publication of Copernicus’ De 
revolutionibus. Rheticus brought the first complete copy 
to Copernicus just a few hours before the author died. 
Rheticus remained in Nuremberg until 1551.

This is the first book of tables in which the six standard 
trigonometric functions are defined as functions of an 

angle instead of by reference to a circle and arcs. It is 
also the first in which the modern ratio system is evident; 
all his tabulations were based on angles in right-angle 
triangles (in which one side—for the sin and cos it was 
the hypotenuse—was 10,000,000 units). It does not 
use the modern names of sine, cosine and cosecant but 
rather terms them perpendiculum, basis and hypotensua. 
This work is also the first to use the semiquadrantal 
arrangement of tables (in which the table goes from 0 to 
45 degrees, and the cofunctions can be found by reading 
the table backwards), which became the standard for 
this type of table publishing. The tables are tabulated for 
each 10 minutes of arc, are to seven places and contain 
differences (in red) between each tabulated value.

At the end of the tables is a six-page work, Dialogus 
de Canone Doctrinae Triangulorum, by Rheticus. This 
briefly discusses the use of these tables in mathematical 
and astronomical calculations and mentions Copernicus’ 
work.

Illustrations available:
Title page (color)
Sample table page (color)

R 81  
Rheticus, Georg Joachim (1514–1574) - Otho, Valentin

Opus palatinum de triangulis
Year: 1596
Place: NeustadtR 80

Sample table page, R 80
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Publisher: M. Harnisch
Edition: unknown
Language: Latin
Figures: 1 plate
Binding: contemporary blind-stamped leather over boards
Pagination: pp. [20], 46, 45–86, [2], 86–104, [1], 71, 82–98, 

100–109, [2], 110–115,101–102, [2], 103–140, [2], 264, 
264–341, [2], 18, 20–25, 25–36, 36–92, [1], 93–106, 
[2], 106–107, 106–107, 108–109, 108–109, 110–121, 
[2], 554, [2], 182 Many misnumbered pages.

Collation: a4b62A–2C42D22E42F52G32H–2L4M22N–2O42P3  

A–L42L73L4 M–P4Q32A–3T43V52a–2k42l62m–2n4 

2o–2p6A–2Y6 2Z–3A4 a–o6p7

Size: 376x224 mm
Reference: DSB XI, pp. 395–398; Glais RCMT, p. 43

While Rheticus was occupied with publishing the work 
of Copernicus and his own tables, he met a younger 
mathematician, Valentin Otho. The two became friends 
and collaborators in 1575, and when Rheticus died a year 
later, it was Otho who inherited all his papers. Twenty 
years later (when Otho was himself the professor of 
mathematics at Wittenberg) he managed to convince 
Frederick IV, Elector Palatine, to fund the publishing 
of the Rheticus works that still remained in manuscript 
form.

This massive set of trigonometric tables is the result. 
It consists of seven main sections: a description of the 
construction of the tables and several works by both 
Rheticus and Otho on triangles and concludes with the 
tables themselves.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 82  
Rice, Herbert Louis (1869–)

The theory and practice of interpolation: including 
mechanical quadrature, and other important problems 
concerned with the tabular values of functions. With the 
requisite tables.

Year: 1899
Place: Lynn, MA
Publisher: Nichols Press
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards
Pagination: pp. ix; 234
Size: 291x197 mm

This is a sophisticated mathematical treatise on the use 
of difference methods in the creation and checking of 
tables.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 83  
Rice, Rex

A description of and some problems worked at the 
Northrup Computing Center. In Proceedings of 
symposium on industrial applications of automatic 
computing equipment. January 8–9, 1953, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

Year: 1953
Place: Kansas City, MO
Publisher: Midwest Research Institute
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: engraved frontispiece
Binding: boards
Pagination: pp. [18], 19–191, [1]
Size: 275x207 mmR 81
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See also entry for Midwest Research Institute, 1953.

Rice gives a description of the computing facilities at 
Northrup, including the MADDIDA, the BINAC and the 
Card Programmed Calculators (CPCs). A film illustrating 
these facilities was also shown. The paper includes a 
photo of a large CPC installation (for which, see entry of 
Midwest Research Institute).

Illustrations available:
First page

R 84  
Richards, George Tilghman (1883–)

Handbook of the collection illustrating typewriters. 
A brief outline of the history and development of 
the correspondence typewriter with reference to the 
national collection, and description of the exhibits.

Year: 1948
Place: London
Publisher: Science Museum
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: 10 photographic plates
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [4], 56
Size: 243x150 mm

This is an illustrated history of the development of the 
typewriter. It contains not only photographs from the 
collection in the Science Museum of London but also 
detailed drawings of many of the mechanisms from the 
early machines.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 85  
Richards, John (1690–1778)

Annuities on lives, and for limited terms of years, 
considered: Being observations on what hath been 
lately advanced by divers authors, tending to depreciate 
the value of estates on those tenures. To which is added, 
a supplement to the gentleman’s steward, and tenants of 
manors instructed.

b/w: Moivre, Abraham de; Annuities upon lives: or, 
the valuation of annuities upon any number of 
lives; as also, of reversions., 1725.

b/w: Richards, John; A gentleman’s steward and 
tenants of manors instructed. Containing rational, 
easy, and familiar rules and tables …, 1730.

b/w: H. B.; Observations on an essay to ascertain the 
value of leases and annuities for years and lives, 
by Weyman Lee, Esq, 1739.

Year: 1739
Place: London
Publisher: Printed for J. Osborn
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: contemporary panelled leather
Pagination: pp. [2], viii, 146, [2]
Collation: π1A–T4U2

Size: 193x123 mm

This is an extension to Richards’ Gentleman’s Steward—
see that entry.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 84 R 85
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R 86  
Richards, John (1690–1778)

A gentleman’s steward and tenants of manors 
instructed. Containing rational, easy, and familiar 
rules and tables … To which is added, an appendix: 
containing the description and use of an instrument for 
discovering the number of feet contained in any timber-
trees before they are cut down, by inspection only.

b/w: Moivre, Abraham de; Annuities upon lives: or, 
the valuation of annuities upon any number of 
lives; as also, of reversions …, 1725.

b/w: Richards, John; Annuities on lives, and for 
limited terms of years, considered …, 1739.

b/w: H. B.; Observations on an essay to ascertain the 
value of leases and annuities for years and lives, 
by Weyman Lee, Esq …, 1739.

Year: 1730
Place: London
Publisher: John Senex and William Innys.
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: 1 engraved folding plate
Binding: contemporary panelled leather
Pagination: pp. iii–xxxii, 128
Collation: A3a–c4B–R4

Size: 193x123 mm
Reference: Kress LBE, S3332

This work is part of the collection because it is bound 
in with a major work of De Moivre. It is a treatise on 
the valuation of various types of land holdings. It also 
contains a description of how to estimate the amount of 
timber in any standing tree by using a simple quadrant 
and slide rule for the calculations.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 87  
Richardson, George Washington (1865– ) and John 
Jesse Clark (1866– )

The slide rule simplified
Year: 1918
Place: Scranton, PA
Publisher: Technical Supply Co.
Edition: 7th
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 100
Size: 219x159 mm

The Richardson who co-authored this work founded 
the Richardson Rule Works, a Chicago manufacturer 
of the sheet metal slide rules mentioned in the text and 
advertised in the final pages. Richardson was a consulting 
engineer and Ex-Chief Electrician U.S. Navy while Clark 
is noted as M.E. Lehigh University.

This work covers the usual topics for an instruction 
booklet on the slide rule. It has many examples and clear 
diagrams of the rules and their settings.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 88  
Richardson, Lewis Frey (1881–1953)

Weather prediction by numerical process.
Year: 1922
Place: Cambridge
Publisher: University Press
Edition: 1st
Language: EnglishR 86
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Figures: errata slip bound in
Binding: original cloth boards
Pagination: pp. xii, 236
Collation: π61–294302

Size: 285x222 mm
Reference: American Scientist, Vol. 90, #1, Jan–Feb 2002

Richardson was born in Newcastle-upon-Tyne and 
attended Durham College of Science and King’s College, 
Cambridge. In 1913, he became superintendent of the 
Eskdalemuir Observatory of the British Meteorological 
Office, where his life-long interest in the problems 
of weather prediction began. During World War I, 
Richardson served in the Friends’ Ambulance Unit. This 
assignment interrupted his weather work but also gave 
him time to consider the practical problems of performing 
the extensive calculations necessary. In 1929, he became 
principal of Paisley College of Technology. He is also 
known for his application of finite difference methods to 
solve a number of physical problems.

Page 219 contains his famous description of a weather 
computing system using hundreds of human calculators, 
all housed in a large hall, being directed in their work by 
a conductor shining various colors of light on different 
groups as they proceed to calculate the next day’s 
weather.

Illustrations available:
Title page

Year: 1947
Place: n/p
Publisher: History of Science Society
Edition: offprint
Language: English
Figures: 1 photolith plate
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 47–56
Size: 258x203 mm

Richeson was a member of the faculty at the University 
of Maryland.

This paper describes an anonymous work titled An 
introduction for to lerne to recken with the pen, or with 
the counters. Richardson details the known editions, 
gives examples from each section of the work and 
concludes that it is a combination of works from several 
sources: the first part being a translation of an earlier 
French work, the second part being English in origin, 
and with several other smaller contributions making up 
the rest.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Title page of An introduction …

R 88
R 89  
Richeson, A. W.

The first arithmetic printed in English. In ISIS, Vol. 37; 
Pts 1 &2, Nos 107 & 108.

Title page of An Introduction …, R 89

Richter, G.F., translator
See Fontenelle; Lebens-beschreibung Herrn Gottfried 

Wilhelm von Leibnitz, 1720.
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R 90 
Ridenour, Louis Nicot, Jr. (1911–1959); Ralph R. Shaw 
and Albert G. Hill

Bibliography in an age of science
Year: 1951
Place: Urbana. IL
Publisher: University of Illinois Press
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards; with dust jacket
Pagination: pp. [6], 90
Size: 230x175 mm

Upon the retirement of Phineas Lawrence Windsor as 
director of the University of Illinois Library and Library 
School, a series of Windsor lectures was established. 
This is the first Windsor lecture given in 1949. In 1950, 
the same authors of this work were asked to give the 
second lecture.

Ridenour was a distinguished physicist who had done 
pioneering work in radar before becoming dean of 
the Graduate College at the University of Illinois in 
1947. Shaw was the director of Libraries in the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. Hill was also a physicist 
who was then director of the M.I.T. Research Laboratory 
of Electronics and the principle researcher at the M.I.T. 
Center for Scientific Aids for Learning. Ridenour set 
the scene by discussing the growth of libraries and how 
material could now be stored, not on the printed page but 
as a sequence of bits in a computer. Shaw continued with 
a lecture on storage media such as edge-punched cards 
and standard Hollerith punched cards and also introduced 
the topics of microfilm and a method of encoding it 

to permit selection of frames by their content. Hill’s 
lecture concerned the use of automatic coding devices 
and their connection with the developing computers of 
the period. Considering that very few computers were 
actually operational in 1951 and that the vast majority 
of librarians, let alone the general public, knew little or 
nothing about them, this was a dramatic presentation by 
three visionaries.

Illustrations available:
Title page (color)

R 91  
Riese, Adam (1492–1559)

Ein Gerechnet Bűchlein auff den Schöffel Eimer und 
Pfundtgewicht zu ehren einem Erbarn, Weisen, Rathe 
auff Sanct Annenbergk.

Year: 1536
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: Melchior Lotter
Edition: 2nd
Language: German
Binding: modern quarter-bound paper boards; red leather label
Pagination: ff. [79]
Collation: A–T4V3

Size: 190x140 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, p. 171; H&J AM, R7.20, p. 196

Riese (Risz, Riesz, Ris, Ries), while not the first 
Rechenmeister to publish an arithmetic book in Germany, 
was by far the most famous and influential. His works 
went through at least one hundred editions and were 
used in schools for over a century. They were the main 
force behind the replacement of the old methods using 
the table abacus (auff der Linien) by the new use of the 
pen (auff Federn). Riese was born in Bad Staffelstein, 

R 90

R 91
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but little else is known about his youth or education. In 
1518, he was in Erfurt, where he learned some algebra 
(coss) and wrote his two earliest books on arithmetic. In 
1525, he married and bought a house in Annaberg, where 
he quickly became involved in the local government of 
this mining town. He was responsible for the recording 
of mine yields, the ownership of mining interests and the 
calculation of taxes owed to the local duke. These duties 
gave him a deep appreciation of commercial arithmetic 
and led him to revise and extend his earlier work and 
to write others. The name Riese soon became so closely 
associated with arithmetic that until recently the German 
phrase nach Adam Riese would imply that a person had 
considerable ability in this area.

The town of Annaberg commissioned Riese to write this 
ready reckoner book containing tables of measures and 
prices so that a merchant could, if he knew the unit price, 
quickly determine the price of any quantity of an object.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sample table page

Binding: contemporary boards; lacking spine
Pagination: ff. [64]
Collation: A–H8

Size: 149x96 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, p. 139; H&J AM, R7.24, p. 197 

This is a later edition of the arithmetic Riese first wrote 
in Erfurt in 1522 (he is said to have written an earlier one 
in 1518, but no copy is known today). This was the work 
that made him famous. It describes the basic arithmetic 
operations both on the table abacus and with the use of 
Hindu-Arabic numerals. It is logically arranged, with 
simpler material being considered before the more 
complicated operations—something that seems obvious 
today but was not always the case in the sixteenth century. 
He does not explain to the reader the mathematical basis 
for his methods, simply saying the German equivalent of 
do it this way. He treats all six basic operations (addition, 
subtraction, duplation, mediation, multiplication and 
division).

The title page shows a counting master at his table 
abacus. This copy has an additional twenty-eight leaves 
with inscriptions by different people, dated from 1544 to 
1629, concerning the history of a family called von Sahla, 
as well as several arithmetic problems and doodles.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Multiplication table
Colophon
Sample of inscriptions

Sample table page, R 91

R 92  
Riese, Adam (1492–1559)

Rechnung auff der Linien und Federn, Auff allerley 
handthirung gemacht … Zum andern mal ubersehen 
und gemehret.

Year: 1542
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: Valentin Schumann
Edition: 14th
Language: German
Figures: woodcut on title page and full-page woodcut on last 

leaf.

R 92
R 93  
Riese, Adam (1492–1559)

Rechnung nach der lenge, auff den Linihen und Feder. 
Darzu forteil und behendigkeit durch die Proportiones 
Practica genant. Mit grüntlichem unterricht des 
visierens.
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Year: 1550
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: Jakob Bärwald
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Figures: woodcut on title page
Binding: 19th-century half parchment; red leather label
Pagination: ff. [4], 196
Collation: A–Z4a–z42A–2D4

Size: 183x142 mm
Reference: H&J AM, R7.35, p. 199; Smi Rara, p. 251

This is Riese’s fourth, and last, arithmetic text. It is 
an expanded version of his earlier arithmetic books in 
both the number of examples and content. While he had 
apparently finished most of the writing by 1525, the 
book was not published until 1550 because he could not 

afford the printing costs—Elector Maurice of Saxony 
eventually advanced them. It contains material on 
elementary arithmetic done both on the table abacus and 
with Hindu-Arabic numerals, but unlike his approach 
in his other arithmetic book, here he assumes some 
knowledge of simple operations—for example, he does 
not bother to give a multiplication table. It contains a 
section on gauging in which there is a discussion of roots 
of numbers. Riese’s presentation of the table of roots has 
often been cited as a precursor to decimal fractions—
however, it lacks the use of the decimal point.

The title page contains an impressive portrait of a full-
bearded Riese. This copy came from the Honeyman 
collection, where it was listed as #2652.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Table of roots
Colophon

Colophon, R 92

Colophon, R 93

Table of roots, R 93

R 93

R 94  
Rippere, R. O.

An electrical computer for flight training. In Bell 
Laboratories Record, Vol. XXV, No. 2, February 1947.
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Year: 1947
Place: New York
Publisher: Bell Telephone Laboratories
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: modern buckram boards
Pagination: pp. 78–81
Size: 247x173 mm

See entry for American Telephone & Telegraph 
Company, Bell Laboratories Record, Vol. XXV, 1947.

Illustrations available:
None

He earned a reputation as a progressive teacher who 
did much to introduce the teaching of mathematics into 
French universities.

This is a table of trigonometric functions and their 
logarithms. It is followed by a table of the logarithms of 
the natural numbers to six figures. In 1777, these tables 
were issued in Vienna in a German version edited by 
Leopold von Unterberger.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sample table page

R 95

R 95  
Rivard, Dominique Francois (1697–1778)

Tables des sinus, tangentes, secantes et de leurs 
logarithmes avec la construction de ces tables, et les 
problemes de la trigonometrie rectiligne & spherique.

b/w: Rivard, Dominique Francois; Trigonometrie 
rectiligne & spherique avec la construction 
des tables des sinus, tangentes, secantes et des 
logarithmes.

Year: 1743
Place: Paris
Publisher: Jean Desaint & Charles Saillant
Edition: 1st
Language: French
Binding: contemporary leather; red leather label
Pagination: pp. [ 294]
Collation: A–T4V1a–r4s2

Size: 215x136 mm

Dominique Francois Rivard was a professor of philosophy 
at the College de Beauvais in Paris from 1735 to 1770. 

R 96

R 96  
Rivard, Dominique Francois (1697–1778)

Trigonometrie rectiligne & spherique avec la 
construction des tables des sinus, tangentes, secantes et 
des logarithmes.

b/w: Rivard, Dominique Francois; Tables des sinus, 
tangentes, secantes et de leurs logarithmes …
Year: 1750
Place: Paris
Publisher: Jean Desaint & Charles Saillant
Edition: 3rd
Language: French
Figures: 3 engraved folding plates
Binding: contemporary leather; red leather label
Pagination: pp. xx, 171, [3]
Collation: a8b2A–K8L7

Size: 215x136 mm
Reference: Hend BTM, #73.0, p. 81 

This is a treatise on plane and spherical trigonometry to 
accompany the tables Rivard had produced earlier.

Illustrations available:
Title page
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R 97  
Robertson, John (1712–1776)

A compleat treatise of mensuration, in all it’s branches; 
containing many new and necessary improvements, 
in a much more easy and familiar method than any 
hitherto extant. The whole adapted not only to be useful 
to experienced measurers, but also to young learners 
of the rudiments of mensuration; and may serve as an 
easy introduction to several parts of the mathematicks.

Year: 1739
Place: London
Publisher: Printed for J. Wilcox and J. Hodges.
Edition: 1st (2nd printing)
Language: English
Figures: 3 engraved folding plates
Binding: modern leather
Pagination: pp. xii, 220, [8]
Collation: A6–U6

Size: 164x93 mm

John Robertson started his career as an apprentice 
craftsman but soon gravitated to mathematics. By the 
year 1739, he was established in London as a teacher 
of mathematics. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Society in 1741. The year after the publication of this 
work, he took the position of Master of the Royal 
Mathematical School at Christ’s Hospital and in 1755 
moved to the position of First Master of the Royal Naval 
Academy at Portsmouth. In 1766 he became clerk to the 
Royal Society and one year later he added the position 
of librarian.

This work on mensuration has been described by 
Bonnycastle as the only book of any value that could be 

consulted either by artisan or mathematician. As it was 
Robertson’s intention to produce just such a volume …not 
only to be useful to experienced measurers, but also to 
young learners of the rudiments of mensuration, he seems 
to have done it quite well. The book is divided into four 
major sections: the first deals with decimal fractions (in 
which a comma is used as the decimal point); the second 
deals with simple mensuration likely to be encountered 
by artisans; the third details more theoretical problems 
concerning the surfaces and frustums of cones, pyramids, 
etc.; and the last is an appendix on the properties of 
the ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, tables giving decimal 
equivalents of various portions of measurements, etc. 
The problems are illustrated with examples that are 
both entertaining to read and informative of the life and 
expressions common at the time. For example, problem 
XXI reads:

Suppose two Porters having a Quart of strong 
Beer between them, agree to drink it off at two 
Pulls, that is, a Draught to each; now the first 
having given it the black Eye as they call it, that 
is, drank till the Surface of the Liquor touch’d 
the opposite Edge of the Bottom, he gave the 
remaining Part of it to the other; what was the 
Difference of their Shares? Supposing the Quart 
Pot was the Frustum of a cone; the Depth being 
5,7 Inches, the Diameter at Top 3,7 Inches, and the 
Solidity 70,5 solid Inches?

Illustrations available:
Title page
Problem example

R 98  
Robertson, John (1712–1776)

A general treatise of mensuration: containing many 
useful and necessary improvements. Composed for the 
benefit of artificers, builders, measurers, surveyors, 
gaugers, farmers, gentlemen, young students, & c. 
The whole being intended as an early introduction to 
several parts of the mathematics.

Year: 1748
Place: London
Publisher: Printed for J. Wilcox and J. Hodges
Edition: 2nd
Language: English
Figures: 3 engraved folding plates
Binding: three-quarter-leather cloth boards
Pagination: pp. xvi, 353, [1]
Collation: A8B12–P12Q9

Size: 167x95 mm

This is a revision of Robertson’s earlier work on 
mensuration. While Robertson expanded and changed R 97
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some of the material, he fortunately left most of the 
interesting problems that were found in the first edition.

Illustrations available:
Title page

Year: 1747
Place: London
Publisher: T. Heath, J. Hodges and J. Fuller
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: folding engraved frontispiece (of instruments), 6 

engraved folding plates
Binding: contemporary leather; gilt spine
Pagination: pp. iv, xxiv, 107, [1]
Collation: A2A8B4B–G8H4I2

Size: 200x120 mm

The library of another FRS, William Jones, provided 
Robertson with a wealth of material on the history of 
many of the instruments he describes. Robertson, in 
the preface to this work, notes forty-four publications 
from the previous 200 years, mentions the instruments 
described in each and, where appropriate, comments on 
the relationships among them.

This work, which had four editions, is one of the most 
complete descriptions of a set of portable mathematical 
instruments extant. Where other such works limited 
themselves to brief descriptions of the major devices, 
Robertson even comments on the minor elements such 
as the pencil lead points and how best to remove any 
unwanted marks (by using your handkerchief or a piece 
of bread). This same care extends to descriptions of 
the major instruments, in which each of their functions 
is fully described. The emphasis is on practical civil 
engineering problems. Robertson also treats architecture 
problems with particular care and provides both tables 
and illustrations of the relative sizes of thirty-four 
different sections of various types of classical columns.

R 98

R 99  
Robertson, John (1712–1776)

A treatise of such mathematical instruments, as are 
usually put into a portable case: containing their 
various uses in arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, 
architecture, surveying, &c. &c. Designed for the 
benefit of engineers, architects, surveyors, and young 
students in the mathematics. To which is prefixed a 
short account of the authors who have treated on the 
proportional compasses and sector

R 99

Mathematical instruments, R 99
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This first edition was printed for T. Heath, J. Hodges 
and J. Fuller. Thomas Heath was a prominent instrument 
maker of the day, and made and contrived by Tho. 
Heath in the Strand London appears in the center of 
the engraved frontispiece folding plate (by R. W. Seale) 
illustrating the devices.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Instruments

See the entry for the first (1747) edition of this work.

This second edition, like the first, was printed for Thomas 
Heath, J. Hodges and J. Fuller (with the addition of the 
name of J. Nourse following that of Heath). Heath’s 
name does not appear on the frontispiece plate, which 
is otherwise identical to that of the first edition. This 
edition contains an appendix describing the gunner’s 
calipers (gunner’s compass or gunner’s sector). This 
additional material obviously comes from the fact that 
Robertson had been exposed to naval weapons when he 
took up the position as First Master at the Royal Naval 
Academy at Portsmouth about three years prior to the 
publication of this second edition. See the essay on 
sectors for information on the gunner’s calipers.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Instruments (without Heath’s advertisement)
Gunner’s calipers

R 101  
Robertson, John (1712–1776)

A treatise of such mathematical instruments, as are 
usually put into a portable case. Shewing some of their 
uses in arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, spherics, 
architecture, surveying, geography, perspective, &c. 
With an appendix containing the description and use 
of the gunners callipers and the description of, and 
precepts for the delineation of, ship-guns and sea 
mortars. To this treatise, is prefixed a brief account of 
authors, who have wrote on the proportional compasses 
and sector.

Year: 1775
Place: London
Publisher: J. Nourse
Edition: 3rd
Language: English
Figures: engraved folding frontispiece, 11 folding plates
Binding: contemporary leather; rebacked & recornered; red 

leather label
Pagination: pp. xxiv, 233, [3]
Collation: A8a4B–P8Q4R2

Size: 205x128 mm

See the entry for the first (1747) edition of this work and 
also the second (1757) edition for information on the 
appendix on gunner’s calipers.

This third edition, unlike the first and second, was not 
printed for Heath, Hodges or Fuller but carries only the 
name J. Nourse. Nourse is further identified as Bookseller 
to his Majesty, in the Strand. The frontispiece engraving 
is identical to the others but, as in the second edition, 
without the name of Heath.

R 100

R 100  
Robertson, John (1712–1776)

A treatise of such mathematical instruments, as are 
usually put into a portable case, containing their 
various uses in arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, 
architecture, surveying, gunnery, &c. With a short 
account of the authors, who have treated on the 
proportional compasses and sector. To which is now 
added an appendix; containing the description and use 
of the gunners callipers.

Year: 1757
Place: London
Publisher: T. Heath and J. Nourse; J. Hodges and J. Fuller
Edition: 2nd
Language: English
Figures: engraved folding frontispiece, 8 folding plates
Binding: contemporary mottled leather rebacked; gilt-

decorated spine; red leather label
Pagination: pp. [2], xx, 188
Collation: π1A10B–M8N6

Size: 202x122 mm
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In this edition Robertson extends the appendix to include 
a complete description of the design of sea guns and 
mortars. By 1775, when this edition was published, 
Robertson had left Portsmouth for the position of clerk 
to the Royal Society, but he obviously continued to retain 
an interest in naval warfare. He acknowledges that he

… obtained permission of the officers of the Gun 
Warf there, to take sketches and measures of such 
military machines as he desired.

This third edition has, in 2002, been reprinted by the 
Invisible College Press, Woodbridge, Virginia. David 
Manthey has contributed notes and comments including 
a brief biography of John Robertson.

A fourth edition was issued posthumously in 1778. It 
is essentially identical to the third. It was edited by W. 
Mountaine and sold by J. Nourse.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Gunner’s compass

R 102 
Robertson, Monteath J.

A simple harmonic continuous calculating machine. 
In The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical 
Magazine, and Journal of Science Seventh Series, Vol. 
XIII, No. LXXXIV, February (Supplement), 1932

Year: 1932
Place: London
Publisher: Taylor and Francis
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: photographic plate of device
Binding: library buckram
Pagination: pp. 413–419
Size: 215x125 mm

In this paper the author describes a machine similar in 
principle to Kelvin’s tide-calculating machine but using 
oil-filled hydraulic components rather than strings or 
wires. In principle the device would solve equations in 
any number of unknowns. The model shown consists of 
two cylinders representing unknowns and a third for the 

Gunner’s compass, R 101 R 101

Analog calculating machine, R 102
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constant. It was apparently assembled at the University 
of Michigan.

Illustrations available:
First page
Calculating machine

Robinson, Lydia Gillingham (1868–1914), translator
See Couturat, Louis; The algebra of logic.

R 103  
Roe, Nathaniel (1596–1656)

Tabulæ logarithmicæ, or two tables of logarithmes: The 
first containing the logarithmes of all numbers from 
1, to 100000: Contracted into this portable volume by 
Nathaniel Roe Pastor of Benacre in Suffolke. The other, 
the logarithmes of the right sines and tangents of all the 
degrees and minutes of the quadrant, each degree being 
divided into 100 minutes, and the logarithme of the 
radius or semidiameter being 10,00000,00000. Unto 
which is annexed their admirable use for the resolution 
of all the most necessary problemes in geometrie, 
astronomie, geographie, and navigation by Edm: 
Wingate Gent.

Year: 1633
Place: London
Publisher: M. Flesher for Philemon Stephens and Christopher 

Meredith
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: contemporary embossed leather; rebacked
Pagination: pp. [16], [308]
Collation: A–N8O6P–V8X4

Size: 160x97 mm
Reference: ESTC, 21151; Tay MP II, # 157; Hend BTM, #30.0, 

p. 61

Roe, according to the title page, was Pastor of Benacre 
in Suffolke.

This volume comprises two tables, one of the logarithms 
of natural numbers and the other of logarithms of the 
sine and tangent functions. The latter is an unusual table 
in that each degree is divided into 100 parts (each being 
thirty-six seconds of arc). It is only the second such 
table printed (the first was by Henry Briggs and Henry 
Gellibrand in the same year, but it was to fourteen 
decimal places where this table is to ten places). The work 
also contains, as an integral part, Logarithmotechniae 
Fragmentum, or the Use of Logarithms by Edmund 
Wingate. The Wingate essay is on the use of the tables 
in problems of plane and spherical triangles, the latter 
containing information on astronomy, geography and 
navigation (which uses Edward Wright’s projection of 
maps). A final page contains a table to allow conversion 

of decimal to sexagesimal measures and vice versa. 
Despite the printer’s explicit directions saying that this 
table should be bound so that when unfolded it may be 
seen  … quite without the leaues of the booke, when the 
rest of the booke is shut, it is bound in as an ordinary 
page.

After acknowledging the work of John Napier, Henry 
Briggs and Adriaan Vlacq (the latter not named) in the 
preface, Roe indicates that “… the price of that [Vlacq’s] 
Table being great and the volume thereof Importable …” 
he decided to prepare this smaller portable version.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sample table page
Half-title page of Wingate section

R 103

R 104  
Roget, Peter Mark (1779–1869)

Description of a new instrument for performing 
mechanically the involution and evolution of numbers. 
Extract from Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society of London for the year MDCCCXV.

Year: 1815
Place: London
Publisher: Bulmer & Co
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: 3 large folding plates
Binding: disbound
Pagination: pp. 9–28
Size: 262x201 mm

Roget was a physician from London who had studied 
medicine in Edinburgh. Although he practiced medicine 
for many years, he was also a well-known scholar who 
became a member of the Senate of the University of 
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London and served as secretary to the Royal Society 
from 1827 to 1849. He is usually remembered for Roget’s 
Thesaurus, which he wrote in retirement. As secretary 
of the Royal Society, he knew Charles Babbage well. 
Roget served on some of the Royal Society committees 
that rendered opinions on Babbage’s engines, he was a 
member of the board in Babbage’s abortive attempt to 
establish an insurance company, and the two men took 
part in the occasional public dispute over the Royal 
Society’s operation (see entry for Roget, Letters from the 
President and Secretary of the Royal Society, 1830).

It was Roget who invented the concept of the log-log scale 
that was later universally adopted as one of the standard 
scales on a slide rule. Its value was not immediately 
appreciated because the need for this scale only became 
apparent when various formulae, containing non-integer 
exponents in thermodynamics were developed. Roget’s 
scale was forgotten, and various unwieldy schemes 
were proposed for handling the problem (see entry for 
Lanchester, Frederick W.; The radial cursor, 1896) 
until Roget’s scale was rediscovered in 1901.

Illustrations available:
First page

R 105  
Roget, Peter Mark (1779–1869)

Letters from the President and Secretary of the Royal 
Society, in refutation of an alleged inaccuracy in the 
minutes of the council. In Philosophical Magazine and 
Annals for June 1830 and August 1830.

Year: 1830
Place: London
Publisher: Royal Society
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: disbound
Size: 221x136 mm

These letters became part of a minor, but public, dispute 
that Charles Babbage had with the Royal Society. They 
concern an election to the council and a dispute as to 
whether Sir John Franklin’s or Captain Beaufort’s name 
should be placed as the last on the ballot.

Illustrations available:
First page

R 106  
Rohde-Hamburg, Alfred (1892–)

Die geschichte der wissenschaftlichen instrumente 
vom beginn der Renaissance bis zum ausgang des 18. 
jahrhunderts.

Year: 1923
Place: Leipzig
Publisher: Biermann
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: quarter-bound paper boards
Pagination: pp. viii, 120
Collation: 1–88

Size: 263x182 mm

This is a heavily illustrated history of mathematical, 
surveying and astronomical instruments from the time 
of the Renaissance to the end of the eighteenth century. 
There are 139 black-and-white photographs, most of the 
instruments themselves but with an occasional illustration 
taken from a book. While the photographs give a very 
good impression of the instruments, they seldom reveal 
details of their scales, etc.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Illustration of a Torquetum

R 106

Torquetum, R 106
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R 107  
Rohrberg, Albert (1887–)

Theorie und Praxis des Rechenschiebers
Year: 1916
Place: Leipzig und Berlin
Publisher: B. G. Teubner
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [4], 50, [6]
Collation: 1–3846

Size: 183x121 mm

Rohrberg was the principal at the Realschule (modern 
secondary school) in Berlin-Steglitz.

This is a standard instruction book on the use of the slide 
rule. It has very few illustrations, but whether this format 
was used because of shortages of materials (Germany 
was then embroiled in World War I) or because the book 
was intended for use with an instructor present is not 
clear. It contains the usual set of advertisements for slide 
rule manufacturers at the end.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 108  
Rojas Sarmiento, Juan de

Commentariorum in astrolabium quod, planisphærium 
vocant, libri sex nunc primùm in lucem editi. His 
additus est index capitum ac rerum, quæ toto opere 
continentur, locupletissimus.

Year: 1550
Place: Paris

Publisher: Michel Vascosan
Edition: 1st
Language: Latin
Binding: modern vellum
Pagination: pp. [24], 282, [14]
Collation: a–c4A–2L42M62B6

Size: 233x158 mm
Reference: Ada CBCE, R671; Pal, 276066; H&L, #3275; Cro 

CL, #44; Ben GW, p. 53

This work represents an important turning point in 
the development of European astrolabes. In the usual 
form of the astrolabe, the projections used are familiar 
to most. The earth is projected, from the South Pole 
looking north, onto the plane of the equator—basically a 
view of the earth from below. The heavens are similarly 
projected from above. This simple system was readily 
understood by most people attempting to learn how to 
use the device. The disadvantage of this system is that 
the markings on an astrolabe are only useful for a narrow 
band of latitudes—astrolabes were often provided with 
additional engraved plates to be used if the owner was 
traveling any distance north or south.

To overcome the disadvantage of having to create a 
number of different plates, various universal astrolabic 
projections were devised. One of the most popular was 
that of Juan de Rojas Sarmiento, of whom nothing is 
known other than the fact that he was a Castilian and 
may well have been a pupil of Gemma Frisius. The 
Rojas astrolabe obtains its universal nature from its 
projections, which are from the side of the celestial 
sphere (technically from some point on a line from the 
center of the earth through the vernal equinox or first 
point of Aries). For further information about the Rojas 
projection, see Saunders, Harold N.; All the Astrolabes, 
1984, Oxford. See also the essay on astrolabes in the 
Appendix to this catalog.

R 107

R 108
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Rojas wrote this work in six parts: the first five deal with 
the planispheric astrolabe and its use in constructing 
sundials, surveying (both civil and military) and astrology. 
The final part is devoted to his new projection and its 
use. He only shows one star (the eye of the bull) marked 
on his new projection, perhaps to keep the diagram as 
simple as possible. He does give a list of 17 other stars 
that should be placed there.

The illustrations in this volume are particularly well 
done.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Astrolabe in military surveying
Rojas astrolabe both front and back

R 109  
Roman, Wadim

The scientist’s ready reckoner. Logarithmic tables for 
all those engaged in physical and biological sciences

Year: 1950
Place: The Hague
Publisher: W. Junk
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards; embossed & printed front cover 

and spine
Pagination: pp. viii, 142
Size: 240x155 mm

According to the title page, Roman was the chief analyst 
at the Pertocarbon firm in Manchester, England.

Despite the title that only lists tables of logarithms, this 
work contains seven tables of chemical and physical 

Rojas astrolabe, back, R 108Rojas astrolabe, front, R 108

Military survey, R 108 R 109
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constants as well as two sets of logarithmic tables, one to 
four places and one to five.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 110  
Ropp, Christian

Ropp’s commercial calculator. A practical arithmetic 
for practical purposes, containing a complete system 
of useful, accurate and convenient tables. Together 
with simple, short and practical methods for rapid 
calculation.

Year: 1887
Place: Chicago
Publisher: C. Ropp & Sons
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original stiff paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 128
Size: 165x102 mm

This is a ready reckoner containing tables useful for 
commercial transactions. It also contains definitions of 
the various arithmetic operations, explanations telling 
how the results may be checked for accuracy and shortcut 
methods of mental arithmetic for special situations.

The back cover, printed in red and gold, contains a 
portrait of a bearded man doing arithmetic. Whether or 
not this is a portrait of Ropp is unknown.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Front cover (color)
Back cover (color)

R 111  
Ropp, Christian

Ropp’s new calculator and short-cut arithmetic. 
Containing an original and comprehensive system of 
useful, convenient and labor-saving tables. Also the 
essence of arithmetic and mensuration condensed and 
simplified for practical use, handy review and ready 
reference. Designed for the use of merchants, bankers 
farmers, mechanics, manufacturers, miners and dealers 
in grain, stock, cotton, coal, lumber, feed, &c.

Year: 1903
Place: Chicago
Publisher: C. Ropp & Sons
Edition: 6thR 110

Back cover, R 110

R 111
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Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards; black stamped front cover; 

damp stained
Pagination: pp. 192
Size: 164x88 mm

This ready reckoner is a revision of the earlier one by 
the same author. Although substantial changes have 
been made to both the content and layout, the tables 
remain oriented toward merchants. The volume contains 
the same shortcut methods of doing arithmetic that the 
earlier edition did.

Illustrations available:
Title page

This volume appears to be substantially identical to the 
1903 edition of Ropp’s ready reckoner with the exception 
that the front cover notes it asbeing an Office Edition, 
and the format and print are substantially larger than in 
the earlier volume.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 113  
Rose, H. E.

The mechanical differential analyser. Its principles, 
development and applications. In Proceedings of the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineeers, Vol. 159 (War 
Emergency Issue No. 38).

Year: 1948
Place: London
Publisher: Institution of Mechanical Engineers
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 46–54
Size: 280x220 mm

Rose was a Reader in mechanical engineering at King’s 
College, London.

This is a paper on the theory and application of differential 
analyzers. It is well illustrated with clear diagrams and 
good photographs of the machines. It covers not only the 
original Bush machine and the subsequent developments 
at Manchester (including both the Meccano and full-
scale machines) but also the second Bush machine 
(Rockefeller DA II, which the author refers to as the 
Bush and Caldwell machine) and such developments as 
an electrical integrator using a cathode ray tube.

Illustrations available:
Title page (see entry for Arthur Porter, 1948)
Page 1 of photographs
Page 2 of photographs
Integrating mechanism

R 112

R 112  
Ropp, Christian

Ropp’s new commercial calculator and short-
cut arithmetic containing a new, complete and 
comprehensive system of useful, convenient and 
labor-saving tables. Also the essence of arithmetic and 
mensuration. Condensed and simplified for practical 
use, handy review and ready reference. Designed for the 
use of farmers, mechanics, business and professional 
men, bankers and dealers in grain, stock, cotton, coal, 
lumber, produce, feed, etc.

Year: 1906
Place: Chicago
Publisher: Laird & Lee
Edition: 6th
Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards; gilt-stamped front cover
Pagination: pp. 160
Size: 235x135 mm Integrating mechanism, R 113
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R 114  
Rosenecker, Johann Paul

Newes Rechenbüchl, Darinnen die Species, mit gantz - 
und gebrochnen Zahlen, die Regula Detri, durch Müntz, 
Gewicht, und Mass, auch mit gantz - und gebrochnen 
Zahlen, durch Kauff, Wechsel, Gewinn und Verlurst …

Year: 1673
Place: Munich
Publisher: Johan Jäcklin
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: contemporary embossed leather, with clasps
Pagination: pp. [6],136
Collation: A–H8I7

Size: 155x94 mm

This is a standard German arithmetic book from the 
period when the use of books by Adam Riese had begun 
to decline. It treats the six basic arithmetic operations 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, duplation, 
mediation and division) and then proceeds to discuss 
them again when dealing with fractions. There is nothing 
particularly remarkable about this work.

Illustrations available:
Title page

Binding: original heavy printed paper wrappers; spine taped
Pagination: pp. 60
Size: 177x100 mm

Rosenthal was the inventor of the Multiplex slide rule—
a version with a cube scale and a reciprocal scale.

This is a typical instruction book of the era. It was, 
as were many such books, produced by one of the 
manufacturers and retailers of slide rules, the Eugene 
Dietzgen Company of Chicago.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 114

R 115  
Rosenthal, Leon Walter

Mannheim and multiplex slide rules
Year: 1905
Place: Chicago
Publisher: Eugene Dietzgen
Edition: 1st
Language: English

R 115

Ross, Harold D., Jr. (1922–)
See Buchholz, Werner; The arithmetic element of the 

IBM Type 701 computer. In Proceedings of the I. R. 
E., Vol. 41, No. 10, October 1953.

R 116  
Rossi, Gaetano

Le compas de proportion ou les arpenteurs appelés a 
l’ordre. Essai critico-mathematique. Ouvrage adressé 
aux mathématicians du jour, et dédié aux amis de la 
verité.

Year: 1802
Place: Geneva
Publisher: Luc Sestié
Edition: 1st
Language: French
Figures: 1 engraved folding plate
Binding: half-bound, paper boards
Pagination: pp. [viii], xxxii, 156, [2]
Collation: π4a–b8A–J8K7

Size: 205x130 mm
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This is a theoretical discussion of the sector and its 
application. It is not an instruction book and does not 
contain an illustration of the instrument. The last fifty 
pages contain an alphabetical listing of mathematical 
terms used in this work. The author’s signature appears 
on the authentication page (following the title page) 
together with a notation that this is copy number 399.

Illustrations available:
Title page

Roussel, Gérard (1480–1555), editor
See [Boethius, Anicius Manlius Severinus]; 

Arithmetica, duobus discreta libris; adiecto 
commentario, mysticam numerorum applicationem 
perstríngente, declarata, Paris, 1521.

Gérard Roussel, also known by his Latin name Girardus 
Ruffus, was an active member of the circle of humanists 
around Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples at the College of 
Navarre. In addition to writing this extended commentary 
on Boethius’s Arithmetica, he translated Aristotle’s 
Magna moralia into Latin in 1522. He encountered 
serious difficulties during the Reformation and was 
forced to leave France and the university. He returned 
to France in 1526 and subsequently served as abbott in 
Clairac and bishop in Oléron. He was assassinated while 
delivering a sermon from the pulpit in Mauléon.

R 118  
Rowland, Thomas (1700 – a.1742)

Compleat tables for measuring round and square 
timber. In two parts.

Year: 1742
Place: London
Publisher: Printed for C. Hitch & R. Maney
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: contemporary sprinkled polished calf; gilt spine
Pagination: pp. viii, 9–50, 114, 27, [1]
Collation: *A–*F4*G1A–R4S3

Size: 199x77 mm
Reference: Tay MP, II, #1693

R 116
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L’ arithmétique choisie, ou practique des négocians, 
contenant les instructions nécessaires, pour mettre en 
usage toutes les régles utiles aux négocians. banquiers 
et financiers. Avec un traité des changes étrangers, tant 
simple que doubles.

Year: 1751
Place: Bordeaux
Publisher: Pierre Brun
Edition: 1st
Language: French
Figures: title in red and black; all pages with ruled borders
Binding: contemporary red morocco; gilt-decorated spine
Pagination: pp. [4], 546, [14]
Collation: A–4A44B2

Size: 196x118 mm

This is a book on the arithmetic of money conversion 
between various European currencies. It is oriented 
towards a mixed radix monetary system such as the 
pounds, shillings and pence system in use at the time.

Illustrations available:
Title page (color)

R 117
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Rowland had been Clerk of His Majesty’s Works in 
Windsor and wrote this volume after he had retired from 
that post.

This is a ready reckoner for timber measurement. In the 
preface Rowland indicates that the usual rule of thumb 
of the time (taking a quarter of the diameter of the 
middle of the tree as being the side of a square of the 
same area, which could then be easily used to calculate 
an approximate volume of the whole log) was incorrect. 
He also discusses the measurement of logs with forks 
in them, irregular shapes, etc. An item of interest is his 
description of an instrument for finding the height of a 
standing tree so that some estimate might be made of its 
volume prior to cutting it down.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Standing tree instrument

Year: 1802
Place: Philadelphia
Publisher: Printed for the Proprietor by Hugh Maxwell
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: contemporary leather; red leather label
Pagination: pp. 200
Collation: A–2Z2A–D2

Size: 273x209 mm
Reference: Karp MWPA, p. 194; Kress LBE, S5723; Sab DBA, 

73597

Rowlett was an accountant at the Bank of North America. 
This is a ready reckoner of interest at 6 percent for various 
sums of money. Rowlett was supremely confident of his 
abilities at calculation and in proofreading because in the 
preface he states: 

… that most cheerfully do I hereby come forward, 
and offer, according to promise, A PREMIUM OF 
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS to the first person, 
who, within one year from the date hereof, may 
point to me a single error of one cent according to 
the principle acted upon.

The title page notes the date of publication as 
ANNO DOMINI 1802. AND THE TWENTY-
FIFTH YEAR OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF 
THE UNITED STATES

Illustrations available:
Title page
Sample table page

R 118

R 119  
Rowlett, John (1780–a.1802)

Rowlett’s tables of discount, or interest, on every dollar, 
from unit, or one, to two thousand; on every ten dollars, 
from two thousand to two thousand five hundred; on 
every fifty, from two thousand five hundred to three 
thousand; and on every five hundred, from three 
thousand to five thousand; from one, to sixty-four days, 
inclusive, also for every month, from one to twelve, and 
for eighteen months, and two years; besides a complete 
cent table: the whole computed at six percent … R 119
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R 120  
Rowning, John (ca.1701–1771)

Directions for making a machine for finding the roots 
of equations universally with the manner of using it. In 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, vol. 
LX, (1770).

Year: 1770
Place: London
Publisher: Phil. Trans. Vol LX
Edition: Extract
Language: English
Figures: 1 large folding engraved plate
Binding: modern grained leather
Pagination: pp. 240–256
Size: 225x170 mm

John Rowning was the son of a watchmaker who, 
after studying at Cambridge, gave lectures in natural 
philosophy. In 1734, he became the rector of a church 
in Cambridgeshire, moving to take up a similar position 
in Lincolnshire in 1738. His most significant publication 
was A compendious System of Natural Philosophy: with 
notes containing the mathematical demonstrations and 
some occasional remarks, London, 1734–1743. The 
work was published in four parts over a period of ten 
years and was used widely as a college-level text in both 
England and America during the eighteenth century.

In this paper the author cites a Hungarian mathematician, 
John Andrew de Segner (1704–1777), who in 1761 
published a note on finding the roots of equations by 
graphical methods in the Memoirs of the Royal Academy 
of Saint Petersburg. Segner’s method required finding 
several ordinates of a parabolic curve defined by the 
equation proposed. Rowning took this idea and created 
a mechanical device for actually drawing the required 
parabolic curves so that the roots could be read from the 

resulting diagram. Although he presented his instrument 
to the Royal Society, it is now apparently lost.

The Rowning paper contains an engraved drawing of 
the mechanism. Curiously, the identical drawing appears 
without attribution in the Diderot Encyclopedia under 
the heading Constructeur Universal d’Equations. The 
title at the foot of the drawing simply states Algebre. The 
Diderot plate was issued in 1776–1777 as part of a five-
volume supplement.

In theory, the Segner method is capable of solving 
polynomial equations of any degree. However, 
Rowning’s instrument is only capable of creating the 
curves for quadratic equations (although Rowning does 
indicate that handling higher-order polynomials would 
require only straightforward enhancements).

A model of the device has been built in modern times 
and is on display at the Garden of Archimedes (a 
museum devoted to mathematics) situated in the town 
of Priverno, in southern Italy. The exhibit, created 
from the original drawing, allows the user to graph any 
third-degree polynomial and, by doing so, to find the 
approximate solution of any algebraic equation with real 
coefficients of a degree not higher than three. Using the 
same principles, it is possible to construct a device to 
graph any polynomial with degree n.

Although Baxandall’s Calculating machines and 
instruments notes it as suitable for equations of the form 
y = a + bx + cx2 + d3 …, Rowning actually used the older 
form of notation and described the equations as of the 
form a +bx + cxx + dxxx, etc = 0.

Illustrations available:
Engraving of the machine

Root calculating machine, R 120
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R 121  
Royal Society of London

A discussion on computing machines. In Proceedings 
of the Royal Society of London, Series A, Mathematical 
and physical sciences, Vol. 195.

Year: 1949
Place: London
Publisher: Cambridge University Press
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Figures: 15 lithograph plates
Binding: contemporary cloth boards
Pagination: pp. iv, 556 (item on pp. 265–287)
Collation: π21–889310–16817918–3483510

Size: 245x160 mm

This is the record of a 1948 special session of the 
Royal Society on the subject of automatic computing 
machines. It was the first such session in England for 
which proceedings were published. The session was 
initiated by Douglas Hartree and organized by Maxwell 
Newman. The speakers represent a virtual Who’s Who 
of pioneer British computer designers. Max Newman 
spoke on general design principles, Maurice Wilkes 
on EDSAC, Frederic Williams on the Williams’ tube 
memory, Jim Wilkinson on the Pilot ACE and Andrew 
Booth contributed a short note on his ARC machines. 
The work is illustrated with a number of photographs 
of ENIAC, the Harvard Mark I and the machines under 
discussion.

Illustrations available:
Photographs of delay line memories

Rubinoff, Morris (1917–)
See Buchholz, Werner; Analogue vs. digital computers 

- A comparison. In Proceedings of the I. R. E., Vol. 
41, No. 10, October 1953.

R 122  
Rudd, Thomas (ca.1584–1656)

Practical geometry in two parts; the first, shewing 
how to perform the four species of arithmetick, (viz. 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,) 
together with reduction, and the rule of proportion in 
figures. The second, containing a hundred geometrical 
questions, with their solutions and demonstrations, 
some of them being performed arithmetically, and 
others geometrically, yet all without the help of algebra. 
A worke very necessary for all men, but principally 
surveyors of land, engineers, and all other students in 
the mathematicks.

Year: 1650
Place: London
Publisher: Richard Leybourn for Robert Boydell
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: contemporary leather rebacked
Pagination: pp. [vii], [i] blank, 56: [iv], 139, [1] blank
Collation: A–B2C–I42A–2S4

Size: 182x132 mm

Thomas Rudd was a military engineer with the rank 
of captain who served as chief military engineer for 
Wales (1627) and superintendent of the defense works 
for Portsmouth and Dover (1639–1642). He is best 
known for editing the second English edition of Euclid’s 
Elements, London, 1651.

Volume 1, R 122

Volume 2, R 122
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The work consists of two volumes, with a separate title 
page for part two. It is a very practical introduction to 
arithmetic and geometry for engineers and surveyors.

This book was once part of the Turner Collection that 
caused such wide consternation when the Library of the 
University of Keele decided to sell it. Turner was careful 
in his conservation practices and noted in the restored 
book the process and materials used.

Illustrations available:
Title page Volume 1
Title page Volume 2
Restoration note

R 123  
Rudolff, Christoff (1499–1545)

Behend unnd Hubsch Rechnung durch die kunstreichen 
regeln Algebre, so gemeincklich die Coss genen[n]t 
werden. Darinnen alles so treülich an tag gegeben 
das auch allein auss vleissigem lesen on allen 
mündtliche[n] unterricht mag begriffen wie den. 
Hindangefetzt die meinu[n]g aller dere so bissher 
vil ungegründten regeln angehangen. Einem jeden 
liebhaber diser kunst lustig und ergeklich. Züsamen 
bracht durch …

b/w: Schreiber, Heinrich or Grammateus, Henricus; 
Ayn new kunstlich buech welches gar gewiss und 
behend lernet nach der gemainen regel detre, …

Year: 1525
Place: Strasbourg
Publisher: Wolfgang Köpfel u. J. Jung
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: contemporary blind-stamped leather, heavily repaired; 

newer ties
Pagination: ff. 208
Collation: A–2C8

Size: 160x103 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, pp. 151–152; DSB XI, p. 571

Rudolff is known to have studied algebra at the University 
of Vienna between 1517 and 1521. There is no record of 
his graduation from the university but it is known that he 
remained in Vienna, earning his living as a mathematics 
teacher. This is Rudolff’s book on algebra—the first 
published in the German language. Algebra was 
generally known as coss, from the Italian cossa or thing 

(for the unknown quantity—what today would simply be 
called x.) The first section is nominally devoted to simple 
arithmetic, but Rudolff soon introduces algebra, and the 
rest of the book is devoted to that subject. Although the 
introduction makes the work suitable for this collection, 
it was purchased largely for the arithmetic by Schreiber 
with which it is bound.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Early notation
Colophon

Colophon, R 123

Early power notation, R 123

R 123

R 124  
[Rudolff, Christoff (1499–1545)]

Compendium Cossicum ex Arithmeticâ Algebraicâ 
Christophori Rudolphi collectum studio & operâ 
Johannis-Cunradi Herzmanni Memmingensis, SS. 
Theol. Stud. Argentinæ: Anno Salutis per Virginis 
partum reparatæ m. lc. xxvii. Die 12 Augusti.

b/w: Meichsner, Georg; Arithmetica …, 1625
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Year: 1627
Place: Strasbourg
Publisher: n/p
Edition: manuscript
Language: German
Binding: contemporary manuscript paper over boards
Pagination: ff. [86]
Size: 196x144 mm

This manuscript is a summary of Rudolff’s book on 
algebra (coss)—see entry for Rudolff, Christoff; Behend 
unnd hubsch, 1525.

Illustrations available:
Title page

the table abacus. The book contains a large number of 
example problems. This work also considers the Welsch 
practice (the German word for the Italian method of 
solving arithmetical problems). Rudolff is also known to 
have occasionally used a notation for decimal fractions, 
but neither described them nor used them sufficiently 
often enough to be their champion. This volume is 
missing its final blank leaf.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Colophon

R 124

R 125  
Rudolff, Christoff (1499–1545)

Künstliche rechnung mit der ziffer und mit den 
zalpfennigen, sampt der Wellischen practica, und 
allerley vorteil auff die Regel de Tri. Item vergleichung 
mancherley Land und Stet, gewicht, elnmass, müntz &c. 
Alles durch Christoffen Rudolff zu Wien verfertiget.

Year: 1532
Place: Nürnberg
Publisher: Johann Petreius
Edition: 2nd
Language: German
Binding: Modern paneled leather; gilt spine
Pagination: ff. [119]
Collation: A–O8P7

Size: 141x94 mm
Reference: Smi Rara, pp. 151–152, 517; H&J AM, R14.4, p. 

211; Hymn, #2701

Rudolff is best known for writing the first book in 
German on algebra (or coss as it was then known).

This is a book, first published in 1526, on arithmetic 
that was very popular in the sixteenth century but was 
later eclipsed by the works of Adam Riese. It discusses 
the basic arithmetic operations, including duplation and 
mediation, both with integers and fractions. It covers 
these subjects using both the Hindu-Arabic numerals and 

R 125

Colophon, R 125

Ruffus, Girardus (1480–1555), editor
See [Boethius, Anicius Manlius Severinus]; 

Arithmetica, duobus discreta libris; adiecto 
commentario, mysticam numerorum applicationem 
perstríngente, declarata.

R 126 
Rushing, J. T.

Business calculator and a cyclopedia of the most 
concise and practical methods of calculation, with 
many labor-savings tables, improved interest tables and 
rules, including the steel square.

Year: ca.1920
Place: Jackson, TN
Publisher: J. T. Rushing
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Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards
Pagination: pp. 121, [1]
Size: 168x122 mm

This is a work on arithmetic and its application to 
commercial problems. The last section deals with the 
steel square now usually known as the carpenter’s square 
in layout problems for sets of stairs, rafters, etc.

Illustrations available:
Title page
Steel square illustration

around a form in the shape of a logarithmic curve. This 
provided a logarithmically variable resistance that could 
be used to control currents representing the values under 
consideration. These logarithmic currents could be added 
or subtracted, thus effectively performing multiplication 
and division operations for the machine. Examples are 
given of how the device could be used to find roots 
of equations and other similar problems. The authors 
indicate that their version of the device was accurate to 
about 1 percent.

Illustrations available:
Logarithmic resistance device

R 126

R 127  
Russell, Alexander and Arthur Wright

The Arthur Wright electrical device for evaluating 
formulæ and solving equations. In The London, 
Edinburgh and Dublin Philosphical Magazine, and 
Journal of Science, Sixth Series, No. 104, August 1909.

Year: 1909
Place: London
Publisher: Taylor and Francis
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 291–308
Size: 227x145 mm

This paper describes an electrical analog device for 
solving various mathematical equations. It is a good 
example of a very early electrical analog computer and 
of the ingenuity that often went with the creation and 
use of these devices. The heart of the machine was a 
variable resistor that was constructed from wire wound 

R 128

R 128  
Ruth, Franz

Theorie der logarithmischen rechenschreiber. Als 
anleitung für die benützung der fünf beigegebenen auf 
carton lithografirten massstäbe und zum Gebrauche für 
den Selbstunterricht.

Year: 1878
Place: Graz
Publisher: Author
Edition: 1st
Language: German
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. [6], 46
Collation: π3 1–28 37

Size: 240x155 mm

Ruth was a member of the staff of the Technischen 
Hochschule in Gratz, Austria.

This work describes a slide rule that Ruth invented. It 
not only deals with the theory behind the instrument but 
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also acts as a self-instruction manual. Small diagrams 
illustrate the operations, but there is no illustration of the 
slide rule itself. The instrument is mentioned in a list of 
different designs compiled by Florian Cajori (see entry 
for Cajori, Florian; A history of the logarithmic slide 
rule and allied instruments, 1909), but it appears to have 
had little acceptance.

Illustrations available:
Title page

R 129  
Rutherford, Ernest (1871–1937) and Hans (Johannes) 
Wilhelm Geiger (1882–1945)

An electrical method of counting the number of a- 
particles from radio-active substances. In Proceedings 
of the Royal Society, Series A, Vol. 81, No. 546, August 
27, 1908.

Year: 1908
Place: London
Publisher: Royal Society
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 141–161
Size: 255x178 mm

Rutherford, a native of New Zealand, was one of the 
pioneers of subatomic physics. After working at the 
Universities of Cambridge and McGill, he became 
professor of physics at the University of Manchester in 
1907. In 1919, he was appointed director of the Cavendish 
Laboratory in Cambridge. Geiger received his Ph.D. 
in his native Germany and moved to the University of 
Manchester in 1906. He received many awards for his 
contributions to scientific instrumentation.

This is the paper that detailed the invention of what is 
known today as the Geiger counter. Geiger produced 
the instrument to help Rutherford with an experiment 
to count the number of α-particles produced by one 
gram of radium in one second. This paper, unlike the 
one published a few months earlier in the Memoirs of 
the Manchester Literary & Philosophical Society (see 
another entry for Rutherford and Geiger), gives many 
details on both the construction of the instrument and the 
results obtained from their experiments.

It was this effort to count high-speed events related to 
various forms of radiation that led to the first development 
of electronic digital counting devices (see entry for 
Wynn-Williams, The use of thyratrons for high speed 
automatic counting, 1931).

Illustrations available:
Cover page

R 130  
Rutherford, Ernest (1871–1937) and Hans (Johannes) 
Wilhelm Geiger (1882–1945)

A method of counting the number of a particles from 
radio active matter. In Memoirs and Proceedings of the 
Manchester Literary & Philosophical Society, Vol. 52, 
Part II, May 20, 1908, Memoir no. IX.

Year: 1908
Place: Manchester
Publisher: Manchester Literary & Philosophical Society
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 1–3
Size: 227x146 mm

This was the paper that first mentions the device later 
known as the Geiger Counter. It was simply a short 
communication to announce preliminary results. See 
also the other entry for Ernst Rutherford and Hans 
Geiger, 1908.

Illustrations available:
Cover page

R 131  
Ryder, Robert M. and R. J. Kircher

Some circuit aspects of the transistor. In Bell System 
Technical Journal, Vol. XXVIII, No. 3, July, 1949.

Year: 1949
Place: New York
Publisher: American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 367–400
Size: 228x152 mm

See entry for Ryder, Robert M. and R. J. Kircher; Some 
circuit aspects of the transistor. In Some contributions to 
transistor electronics.

Illustrations available:
None

R 132  
Ryder, Robert M. and R. J. Kircher

Some circuit aspects of the transistor. In Some 
contributions to transistor electronics. Monograph 
1726.

Year: 1949
Place: New York
Publisher: American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
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Pagination: pp. 33–66
Size: 277x213 mm

This paper, originally published in Bell System Technical 
Journal, Vol. 28, pp. 335–489, July, 1949, is one of the 
defining documents of semiconductor technology. See 
also the entry for American Telephone & Telegraph 
Company, Some contributions to transistor electronics. 
Monograph 1726, 1949.

Illustrations available:
None
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